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Our much-fêted Afrikaans poet Louis 
Leipoldt wrote: 

Oktober, die mooiste mooiste maand
 Viooltjies in die voorhuis, viooltjies overal! 
 October, the most beautiful, beautiful 
month!
 Violets in the parlour, violets every-
where!

But October 2006 was certainly not always 
such a beautiful month. National transport 
month 2006 has come and gone, and some 
of us would prefer not to experience the 
hardships again. SAIce National Office 
lost scores of hours in production, and in 
some cases staff had to abandon their trips 
to work and return home. the country is 
paying a very expensive congestion price 
for its success and growth.

Is that what we want?
do we really want people to get to and 
from work effectively and safely?
Are we experimenting with people’s lives 
and livelihood?
Are we implementing solutions or are we 
adding to the woes?

■

■

■

■

the recent mix-ups and crossed lines and 
misinformation from various sources re-
garding high-occupancy vehicles (hOVs), 
shoulder lanes (ShLs), I-traffic and of 
course recapitalisation of the taxi industry 
(not to mention Gautrain and tuc-tucs from 
the far east; not to mention roleplayers 
such as JrA, Gautrans and SANrAL; not to 
mention metrorail and transnet and so on) 
could have been amusing if they were not 
so serious. 

the communication chaos even moved 
the editor of the Star to admonish the spin 
doctors ‘to get their act together’. So any 
attempt at clarifying becomes an onerous 
task and can only add to the too-many-
cooks soup or a badly cooked bredie or 
potjiekos. I personally spent a couple of 
hours on the phone talking to, among 
others, the AA, which was mentioned 
prominently in the Star. I sent e-mails to all 
and sundry, without receiving even a cour-
tesy call in response.

We recently invited mr Ignatius Jacobs 
to address SAIce members and guests 
about the magnificent plans that he had 
announced for Gauteng and we spent a 
wonderful hour or two with him. We went 
away elated.

We then heard about ShLs and shouted 
hurrah! this is a real solution and now the 
taxis can continue to use these shoulder 
lanes and it will be legal – nogal. And the 
next day Gautrans – which recently con-
ducted a major safety audit along notorious 
hendrik Potgieter road in roodepoort 
– started repainting the road in its old 
format, with one and two lanes in each 
direction and three-metre paved shoulders 
and we shouted Oh, no!

We heard about hOVs and experi-
menting for three days and frowned. By 
the way, who thinks that the right lane 
is the fastest lane in Gauteng? And by 
the way, during the current three-hour 
morning and three-hour afternoon – in 
some cases all day – peak, how would you 
get to and from the hOV lane when the 

left lanes would be blocked solid?
We hear about getting I-informed about 

alternative routes. Where are these? Is 
somebody maybe thinking that Witkoppen 
and K101 and the r22 and r24 or maybe 
rivonia road or Ontdekkers road or even 
Bekker Street in midrand? dream on! 
When the thinking computer started di-
verting, commuters became gridlocked in 
Kyalami road and Allandale road as far as 
Kempton Park, and they only wanted to get 
to work.

We hear about lift clubs. But who is 
going to assist the willing to find those 
others when they have to travel from 
thousands of permutations of origin to 
thousands of permutations of destinations? 
By the way, mothers and fathers are already 
battling to get their children to school, 
and they already battle to get to work, and 
they already battle to get to a shop. And 
then I have not even mentioned the ‘less 
fortunate’, who have to endure more hard-
ship, because they have to use a dangerous, 
dirty, expensive, complex and unsatisfac-
tory taxi system. And Wow! I hear on the 
radio that a public transport system is good 
if it does not take the commuter more than 
two to three times longer than the same 
trip by car. What nonsense.

We hear about a multi-million rand 
traffic light control system that has been 
bought for Johannesburg. Is it gathering 
dust in the People’s centre, the civic 
centre or the metropolitan centre in 
Braamfontein? 

What could be the answer? Once and 
for all, congestion is here to stay, no matter 
how we punish and implement restric-
tions without increasing opportunities and 
space on roads, provide trams and trains, 
buses and taxis, easier-on / easier-off 
intersections on roads and streets, high-
tech intersections, left turn on red and 
slip lanes, and consistent traffic lights and 
scheduling, and corridors for mass transit 
and barriers to prevent vehicles from cut-
ting across lanes from the entrance to a 

Text Dawie Botha 
Executive director, SAICE 

dbotha@saice.org.za

O P I N I O N

Mixed signals, mixed 
feelings and mix-ups 
The recent mix-ups and crossed lines 

and misinformation from various 

sources regarding high-occupancy 

vehicles, shoulder lanes, I-Traffic and 

of course recapitalisation of the taxi 

industry – not to mention Gautrain, 

tuc-tucs from the Far East, 

roleplayers such as JRA, Gautrans, 

SANRAL Metrorail, Transnet and so 

on – could have been amusing if they 

were not so serious 
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freeway to the fast lane.
We need a proper public transport 
system that reaches all the way to at least 
the Gauteng boundaries 
We need to integrate effort, solutions, 
plans and implementation 
We need to implement the scores of plans 
that SAIce transportation division chair 
Jan coetzee highlighted in their score 
card report
And maybe, just maybe, we need to 

■

■

■

■

get rid of our professional engineering 
proclamation that ‘I am right and I alone, 
and don’t you dare criticise me, because 
I know it all, and I will decide for the 
people, and I have seen and studied it 
all.’ these are blinkers and attitudes that 
seem to pervade the profession in more 
areas than just transportation. 

Only when we have done all of these, can 
we start thinking about punishing:

Workers■

those who are going the extra mile
entrepreneurs who work long hours and 
create jobs, but have the audacity to be 
one in a car going to work at six in the 
morning, maybe only going home at six, 
and then taking their 3Gs and IBursts 
and working another three or four hours 
at night
the productive workforce of South Africa 
for making this country a success for all

I suggest that all the politicians and all the 
engineering professionals think about that 
poem after all. maybe we want every month 
to become the most beautiful month, and 
to be allowed the luxury of time to stop and 
smell the daisies, since we would not spend 
so much time on the road doing nothing. 
But for now, unless we do, the milky Way is 
a long, long, long way away.

Let us change our attitude and become 
less of an ostrich community. I have run 
out of excuses for all of us when the media 
confronts me, when the public scorns the 
engineers, when the taxi and bus opera-
tors and the unions at the metropolitan 
transport forum cannot believe their ears 
when I say: Let’s get together and plan and 
work together since we are servants of the 
public, not their masters.

david molapo said, ‘Success comes in a 
can; failure comes in a cannot.’

We can. 

■

■

■
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After mANy yeArS of development, 
Knowledge Base was the first South 
African company to offer their clients 
a truly integrated infrastructure design 
platform, a solution that has helped many 
engineers speed up their design tasks 
and increase productivity. today, civil 
designer and AllycAd have become syn-

onymous with words like ‘speed’, ‘ease’ 
and ‘versatility’.

Humble begInnIngs
As the civil software sales manager for 
Allyson Lawless & Associates in 1988, 
Vincent was tasked with the challenging 
role of providing clients with good quality 

civil engineering design programs. Back 
then this was no easy task, as there was a 
shortage of full-time software developers. 
‘When I realised just how great the demand 
for infrastructure design software was, I 
bought a computer and ten programming 
books and taught myself how to program. 
After breaking away from Allyson Lawless 
& Associates in 1989, I relocated to cape 
town and completed my first version of the 
Sewer program two months later,’ explains 
Vincent.

the project did not stop with the Sewer 
program, however, as the Stormwater pro-
gram was developed six months later. to 
Vincent this was a logical step, as he had a 
background in Stormwater design and could 
apply his extensive civil design and con-
struction knowledge during the program’s 
development. ‘Once both programs were 
developed I continued to work on various 
updates based on the needs of the users. 
to me, one of the driving forces behind the 
constant re-development of the software was 
being able to produce something that would 
last. I try and practice this ethos in every 
facet of my life,’ notes Vincent. 

Besides developing the first two mod-
ules of the suite of nine modules that 
make up civil designer, Vincent was 
also actively marketing and selling the 
software in the Western cape and han-
dling all the administrative and support 
issues around the product. Owing to the 
overwhelming response to the software 
it became necessary to expand. ‘In 1992 
Brett rowbotham joined the team. Brett 
and I worked very closely to redevelop the 
Sewer and Stormwater dOS programs to 
run on Windows. today he is our Software 
development manager with an excellent 
track record.’

‘In 1993 we landed some bureau work 
at Parow municipality. this entailed the 

Civil engineering software 
for civil engineers

The success story behind civil engineering infrastructure design software 

Civil Designer and AllyCAD has been long and colourful and dates back 

as far as 1989. It is also the product of one man’s vision to provide civil 

engineers with a one-stop civil design solution that will stand the test 

of time … Knowledge Base CEO Vincent Bester recalls the early years 

when the programs were first developed

Text Yolanda Desai  
Knowledge Base Software (Pty) Ltd  

yolanda@knowbase.co.za 

 Left: Vincent Bester, CEO of Knowledge Base, with Paul Harper, the 
original developer of AllyCAD, just before the release of the first MS-
DOS version of AllyCAD in 1987

P r O f I l e
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capture of the municipality’s entire elec-
trical reticulation system on cAd and even-
tually in a format for GIS. Owing to the 
scope of the project, we had to hire a grad-
uate from the cape Peninsula university of 
technology to help us on a part time basis. 
the new recruit worked so well that we 
appointed him on a full-time basis in 1995. 
Since then, dawid du toit has become an 
integral part of the programming team with 
a reporting line of other programmers.’

Vincent’s quest to provide an integrated 
infrastructure design solution led him to 
continue his investigation in other avenues 
of design and after the release of the first 
two modules, the acquisition of Stardust 
became the first monumental event to 
start the process. ‘I had met rob Wooding 
through the business and we discussed var-
ious ways of increasing his program’s func-
tionality so that it could interact to a greater 
degree with the Sewer and Stormwater 
programs. After numerous discussions, rob 
suggested that we buy Stardust so that we 
could continue with our quest for integra-
tion, which we subsequently did with the 
release of Stardust Version 5.0.’

the new version was not without its 
problems and required an eighteen-month 
clean-up to produce Stardust Version 5.14, 
one of the first landmark versions to hit the 
market. to date, version 5.14 has designed 
many local roads and services in South 
Africa, ethiopia and India and has a huge 
following of loyal users. ‘Stardust came 
with a basic cAd entity but it was not pow-
erful enough so I decided to investigate the 
development of our own cAd in the begin-
ning of 1997.’

‘this was when I approached Paul 
harper, the original developer of AllycAd. 
Paul proposed that we use a cAd engine 
he had developed based on AllycAd. this, 
however, did not allow us to get into the 
nuts and bolts of the program which we 
needed if the end product was going to be 
truly integrated. It was therefore necessary 
to adapt AllycAd. With limited manpower, 
Paul decided to sell his program to us in 

february 1998 and continued to work at 
Knowledge Base as one of my partners in 
a development capacity. We kept an exit 
agreement in place as Paul had always 
dreamt of working in America someday,’ 
explains Vincent.

the civil designer suite of software 
continued to grow. the team of developers 
had now increased to four members and 
one support consultant, Brett Pureveen, 
to handle client care and administrative 
issues. elements of Stardust and AllycAd 
were combined to form the design centre 
module, the Survey & terrain and roads 
modules came from Stardust, the Sewer 
and Storm modules were based on the 
original programs developed by Vincent 
and AllymAP (today known as the mAP 
module) was developed by Paul harper. 
On Vincent’s insistence, the team decided 
to look for a Water module to complete the 
suite. 

‘It was during our civil designer road 
show in October 1998 that I was first intro-
duced to the developer of AquaNet, Kosta 
tutunovic, and began talks with him to 
produce the civil designer Water module. 
It was also on the road show that we first 
discovered a glitch in the compiler software 
we had used to develop civil designer that 
threatened the stability of the entire suite. 
this forced us to rewrite the program virtu-
ally from scratch for a new compiler but 
we completed that in a record five months 
and released civil designer version 6.0 in 
february 1999,’ says Vincent, recalling the 
long hours that they spent on the exercise.

the civil designer road trip was 
done in all of the major regions and in-
cluded launches in cape town, George, 
east London, Port elizabeth, durban, 
Johannesburg, Pretoria, Polokwane, 
Bloemfontein and Kimberley. ‘We com-
pleted 13 000 km in three weeks and the 
reaction to the program was phenomenal. 
the political change taking place in South 
Africa was instrumental in my development 
of civil designer, as there was a large focus 
on the provision of housing. this would 
place a huge emphasis on infrastructure 
design and particularly the realisation of 
services in rural areas. I therefore wanted to 
create a single design platform that would 
operate seamlessly in an integrated fashion 
so that it could assist fellow civil engineers 
for the next 30 years,’ notes Vincent.

the final landmark moment for 
Knowledge Base came when the mar-
keting and distribution agreement of civil 
designer and AllycAd by Allyson Lawless 
and Associates came to an end in 2001. ‘I 
had always felt that we needed to maintain 
direct contact with our customers and by so 
doing build customer loyalty. to my mind 
it was essential to ensure the ongoing de-
velopment of civil designer and AllycAd. 
the existing arrangement had always kept 
us at a distance from the clients. requests 

were filtered through a third party, thereby 
slowing down communication and to a 
large degree any immediate resolution. So 
in 2001, we took over our own marketing 
and distribution. this created the kind of 
environment that has paved the way to 82% 
of South Africa’s civil engineering market 
becoming loyal users of our software.’ 

Vincent attributes his success to a 
dedicated and motivated team of people. 
the company has grown from one man to a 
staff complement of 35. ‘I like to see myself 
as a mentor and a facilitator. I also like to 
create an environment where the people in 
my company can flourish and do what they 
do to the best of their ability. At Knowledge 
Base you can be as great as you want to be 
because there are always new opportunities 
for growth and development.’

As part of the company’s business 
strategy, value added services have been 
introduced to support the software. today, 
Knowledge Base provides SetA-accredited 
training in the software that offers cPd 
points. there is also a bureau service to 
assist clients who face tight deadlines and 
a civil engineering placement service to 
help with the sourcing of scarce skills in 
the industry.

Besides serving a growing community 
of users, Knowledge Base has a strong cor-
porate social responsibility plan in place. 
for a number of years the company has 
been committed to supporting the educa-
tion system and has made civil designer 
available to universities of technology 
for a nominal fee and introduced various 
prizes in order to promote design excel-
lence among students. they also support 
the department of education by making 
AllycAd available at no cost to all sec-
ondary schools that offer the subjects civil 
technology and engineering Graphics & 
design.

‘It’s all about giving back to the in-
dustry. I also like to give back to my staff as 
they have helped the company to become 
what it is today. We all share in the profits 
of the organisation and this works really 
well as people take a vested interested in 
the future of the business,’ says Vincent. 

With so much success in the field of 
civil technology, what advice would this in-
spirational man give to the next budding It 
entrepreneur? ‘my advice would be to con-
centrate on the service or product because 
if you are delivering a quality product, then 
success will surely follow. It is also impor-
tant to remember that no-one owes you any 
favours and that the road to the top is not 
necessarily an easy road. many long hours 
have gone into building Knowledge Base 
but if you believe in something you cannot 
let go of that vision. today I am proud that 
I never lost sight of that dream.’ Wise words 
from the ceO of one of South Africa’s 
leading civil engineering infrastructure 
design software companies. 

MEC Cameron Dugmore, Minister of Education 
Western Cape, with Vincent
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THe sPAn OF TIme
It is nearly a century since 1910, when my grandfather was per-
suaded to travel to South Africa from manchester and London 
to lead a department of civil engineering for the soon to be 
university of cape town. 

my grandfather, Alfred ernest Snape, better known as Bob 
Snape, was born in the 19th century. his working life was spent 
during the first half of the 20th century. my working life has been 
spent in the second half of the 20th century. And I want to use this 
family history together with a 21st- century perspective to reflect 
on the application of knowledge and science on engineering, tech-
nology and economy. 

most of my work has been as an entrepreneur in the digital 
revolution, but both of us were academics and both were concerned 
with the application of knowledge through technology and its so-
cial and economic context.

I am fortunate to have been the recipient of some of my grand-
father’s key papers. And I shall quote from these to describe the 
man and his interests and also to show the economy of the time. 
In contrast I shall use my own experience in the present time to 
describe the new context of knowledge and technology today. We 
can bring these two views together to ask questions about South 
Africa’s role in the world ahead.

WORlD, sOuTH AFRICA, 1910; glObAlIsATIOn mARK I
So what was the world of 1910 in terms of population, economy 
and technology? Bradford deLong of uc Berkeley estimates 
the world population at 1,75 billion in that year.1 using various 
sources, I estimate the population of South Africa in 1910 to have 
been over six million. measured in 1990 uS dollars, the gross 
domestic product (GdP) of the world in 1910 is estimated as 1,6 
trillion.1 As a measure of the condition of humankind at that time, 
the GdP per capita was about uS$900 in 1990 prices. In 1919, 
South African manufactures totalled £61 million, while the output 
of gold, coal, and copper mines was £55 million. Ironically, South 
Africa’s GdP per head was higher than the world average. however, 
this was not distributed to the mass of the population and an inor-
dinate proportion of GdP flowed to the owners of capital, particu-
larly the mining and manufacturing magnates. A large part of the 
population lived in a rural environment, outside the cash economy.

the riches of the mines drove the infrastructure of South 
Africa. In a lecture to the engineer’s club, manchester, in 1920,2 
my grandfather refers to 10 000 miles of open railways in South 
Africa with networks across all of southern Africa. he describes the 
major role of railways for the transport of people, but particularly 
of heavy goods. he refers to the key harbours of durban, Port 
elizabeth and table Bay. the present and future infrastructure of 

water supply, irrigation and hydroelectric power are discussed. he 
describes the great potential of coal, iron and steel in South Africa. 
In short, this is a classic description of the key technologies and 
infrastructure in the early part of the 20th century. rail was the 
major new form of transport and had opened the continents of the 
world. Power drove the new industries and increasingly towns and 
cities and electrical power was the means of distribution as well as 
providing energy for lighting and motors. Iron and steel were core 
industries for manufactures of all kinds.

roads played a secondary role in the early 1900s. I quote from 
another paper: ‘Great attention is now being paid to the question of 
providing good roads … the advent of motor traction in its various 
forms has brought this problem to the forefront.’2

my grandfather was born in manchester in 1881 and attended 
manchester Grammar School and the Victoria college, which later 
became manchester university. he obtained his engineering degree 
and automatically later his master’s at the age of 19 in 1900. his 
father, Joseph Snape, owned and ran the Snape Printing Works 
in Salford and at one time was the mayor of Salford. Interestingly, 
Joseph Snape must have had similar interests to his son and great-
grandson, for he is recorded as delivering a lecture in 1882 in 
eccles, Lancashire, on the world impact of British trade. 

After a series of practical engineering roles in Southampton, 
the London county council and Norwich, Alfred Snape travelled 
to South Africa to take up the position of Professor of engineering 
at the South African college, which eight years later became the 
university of cape town.

he was a man of intellect and reading. these lectures are a 
testimony to his contribution and to his impact on his students 
by whom he was much loved. I describe this background, too, so 
that you may understand his cultural heritage and the basis of his 
values. 

from his writings, it is clear that he was greatly influenced by 
the new english thinking of the turn of the century, as illustrated 
by the fabian and Bloomsbury groups. he believed in planning, in 
social responsibility, the role of government in that, and in engi-
neering terms in infrastructure, public works and town planning. 
he did much to promote the concept of town planning in the South 
Africa of that time.

We should note too that the origins of the motorcar and 
aeroplane were created in this era of the first decades of the 20th 
century. this was also the beginning of telephony, of radio and of 
silent movies. even I can remember my grandfather’s love of and 
interest in these new technologies and incipient industries.

finally, in a world context, let me quote economic historians 
in describing the period between 1870 and 1913 as an era of free 
trade and even as a period of ‘globalisation – mark I’. tariff bar-

Text David Potter

Edited version of the Snape Lecture, 2005

Grandfather to Grandson
From Industrial to Information  Revolution

I N f O r M A T I O N  T e C H N O l O G Y
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riers were removed for the promulgation of trade as railways and 
shipping integrated this earlier world. the value chain entailed 
raw materials from undeveloped countries transferred to industrial 
countries for manufacture and distribution across the world. 

this was a period of great advance in economic wellbeing for 
increasing numbers of people, though the majority across the world 
remained in a state of rural poverty and peasantry. Interestingly, 
by 1910 the proportion of trade in relation to world gross domestic 
product reached a similar figure to that of today. the drivers were 
early world transport systems and the industrial manufacture of 
goods. But this collapsed with the world wars of the second and 
fourth decades. Is this a lesson for today?

2005 – glObAlIsATIOn mARK II
today the human population of the world is estimated at 6,4 bil-
lion.3 that is 3,7 times the population in 1910. South Africa has a 
population of 46 million, which has multiplied more than seven 
times since 1910. the Imf estimates world GdP in 2004 as  
uS$41 trillion.4 that is an average of uS$6 600 dollars per capita 
across the world. In spite of population growth, world GdP per 
capita has grown more than five times in real terms.

South Africa’s GdP has risen to uS$200 billion or some  

uS$4 000 per capita.4 that is more than the median and close to 
the average. Although the key issue of the distribution of wealth 
and income in South Africa persists, it is no longer appropriate to 
describe South Africa in marxist rhetoric with an extreme concen-
tration of capital in the hands of a very few. But in a numeric sense 
South Africa is way above the condition of what is generally called 
the developing world. On a purchase-price-parity basis, South 

Grandfather to Grandson
From Industrial to Information  Revolution

The mechanical machine that could repeat endlessly 

the same task and remove human labour from goods 

production was the driver of the industrial revolution. 

Today the industrial machine has been re-invented and 

automated by the microprocessor. It is not cheap labour in 

Asia that has solved the mass production of goods. It is the 

automation of machines

I N f O r M A T I O N  T e C H N O l O G Y
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Africa’s GdP is double the nominal current exchange rate value,  
at more than uS$400 billion with a per capita GdP of nearly 
uS$10 000. South Africa’s problems today are endogenous. they 
have more to do with issues of redistribution, urbanisation, educa-
tion and infrastructure.

And what are the widespread technologies of today that have 
facilitated this growth and improvement in human conditions? 
Antibiotics, medical diagnostics, general health care and disease 
prevention have facilitated population growth and human lon-
gevity. Air flight has become a mass transport system and has 
shrunk the time-distance of the world from weeks or months on 
ship and rail to hours. different peoples across the world meet each 
other to share cultures, countries, markets and business.  

the incipient technologies of my grandfather’s time have be-
come core sectors of economic activity including the motorcar and 
the landline telephone. the media of film, television and radio has 
permeated the entire world to drive shared values and aspirations. 
Nuclear weapons have proliferated and represent an increasing 
and terrible threat to ‘the Great Benign Stability’ of the last fifteen 
years.

FROm InDusTRIAl ReVOluTIOn TO InFORmATIOn ReVOluTIOn
the most profound change to the world, however, has been the 
transition from the industrial age to the information revolution of 
the last twenty-five years. Is this hyperbole? I think not. you say 
that the industrial revolution was tangible, concrete. All could see 
the effect and utility of engines and machines, of rail and electricity 
and chemicals.   

What can you touch and where is the utility of information? It 
is based on an abstraction. the key is the generality of that abstrac-
tion and the consequent deployment in almost every field.

my grandfather was an engineer and was driven by a fascina-

tion in science but more particularly in its social application; or 
how it was applied to the economic condition of humankind. my 
interests have been the same. I am a scientist by training and was 
an academic for ten years. But my real contribution has been to 
participate in the application of science as an entrepreneur in the 
burgeoning information age. 

to appreciate how this has come about and its effect on the 
world it is worth briefly charting the roots of the information age.

there are two roots: one conceptual and modest and the other 
scientific and profound. the modest one, I suggest, is the concept 
behind a computer. Babbage in the 1840s is credited with early 
ideas and in the 1930s data sorting machines were created to deal 
with the payrolls of ford and other vast corporations. But the real 
origins perhaps lie in Britain in the cipher decoding from Bletchley 
Park during World War II. eniac, the world’s first computer, de-
rived from that and the conceptual ideas of the computer then 
evolved from the work of turing and Von Neumann.5 Later IBm 
commercialised these and Watson, the head of IBm, said five com-
puters should be enough for the world. they used the medium of 
electricity and valves. they were complex, limited, expensive and 
prone to breakdown.

the second and more profound root lies in quantum theory 
and the science of solid-state physics developed in europe during 
the 1930s. In 1953 this science was applied by Schottky in the Bell 
Labs in America to create the transistor that ultimately replaced the 
valve with a tiny piece of solid-state engineering, costing nothing. 
during the 1960s this evolved into the integrated solid-state circuit 
and in the 1970s further application was to create the micro-
processor. After the science of the 1930s, none of the technology 
was created in universities. rather it was driven by industry, the 
American department of defense and entrepreneurs. this was a 
story mirrored earlier by the development through enterprise and 
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entrepreneurs of the technologies of railways and the steam engine.
Solid-state technology had extraordinary potential once the 

process was under way.  during the last thirty years, the capacity 
of a memory chip, a key building block, has multiplied from 100 
bytes to a gigabit. that is a million times. the microprocessor has 
expanded its utility similarly. there has been a remarkable prolif-
eration of many types of specialised chips, deployed as other key 
components. disk drives using the same science have expanded a 
million times. transmission has been transformed through cable 
and fibre optics. And the beauty is that the cost declines as rapidly, 
because after the development, the marginal cost of production is 
miniscule.   

this new solid-state engineering has come to be applied perva-
sively. We talk of computers, but that is the human-interacting ma-
chine and is only one application. the utility of the microprocessor 
computer is facilitated by its tiny unit cost and today is obvious to 
all of us. early application was for productivity in word-processing, 
imaging, and databases. Later these microcomputers came to be 
networked together from the 1990s and, like every network, its 
utility increased by the square of the numbers on the network. the 
Internet evolved from the Arpanet6 and became by default a world 
standard. And this was expanded through the creation of the Web 
by Berners-Lee in cern in 1991.7 And so evolved the visible, net-
worked, information world of today.

But there have been many other core applications of the micro-
processor that have been even more pervasive than the networked 
human computers we see. microprocessors are used to automate 
and govern all the machines of today, including motor cars and 
aeroplanes. there are typically 32 microprocessors in the car you 
drive. Washing machines and microwave ovens are controlled by 
chips and so it is with almost every piece of equipment. And new 
devices and value have been created by this technology such as the 
cell phone, medical diagnostic machines using ultrasound, or satel-
lite navigation, to name a tiny few.

the mechanical machine that could repeat endlessly the same 
task and remove human labour from goods production was the 
driver of the industrial revolution: that and the provision of power. 
today, across the world in America or china, the industrial ma-
chine has been re-invented and automated by the microprocessor. 
It is not cheap labour in Asia that has solved the mass production 
of goods. It is the automation of machines – essentially robots. 
robots, not labour, have enduring low wages. until two centuries 
ago, value lay in the production of food. the industrial revolution 
changed food production so that in many countries the production 
of food on the land accounts for less than 4% of GdP. In 1946, 
goods production accounted for over 50% of GdP in the industri-
alized countries.8 that has now fallen to between 10% and 20% 
today.9 In short, the world has solved the problem of making mate-
rial goods.

PsIOn
In contrast to my grandfather, I travelled from cape town to 
cambridge, england, as a student. After a degree in theoretical 
physics and a doctorate, I taught and researched at Imperial college 
and ucLA. I got drawn to the use of computers in understanding 
non-linear physics. While in california, I saw the genesis of the 
chip and could see it would change the world. In 1980, I founded 
Psion, the computer company, to participate in that process.   

Psion has evolved through twenty-five years of flux and change. 
the initial markets and profits derived from the early home mi-
crocomputer market, particularly in software and later games. We 
became established in these fields as the leader in the uK and per-
haps europe in the early eighties. In 1984 we created the world’s 
first personal hand-held computer, or PdA. ‘the Organiser’, and 
later the Organiser II, began to establish a world market. these 
markets were addressed at consumers and mobile enterprise solu-
tions in corporations.

many products followed. the Series III family was very suc-

cessful and was a major factor that drove organic growth of 35% 
per annum for eight years through 1999. We also established appli-
cations in communications and mobile communications. In 1998 
we used our large software development resource and its operating 
systems for mobile computers to establish Symbian with Nokia, 
ericsson and motorola. Symbian has now become the world leader 
in smart-phone operating systems for cell phones and is used by 
many cell phone manufacturers across the world. It has been an ex-
citing journey and we have certainly made our contribution to this 
small sector of a giant industry. I share with my grandfather many 
of his values. I quote from a wonderful lecture on ‘Life’s Values’ 
given by him in Jamieson hall to new students in 1933. ‘the joy is 
in the striving … Work well done for its own sake, giving its own 
satisfaction and reward without the glare of publicity upon it, is 
like a precious jewel which shines with its own radiance from its 
many tinted facets.’

during those twenty-five years the microprocessor-based indus-
tries and their down-stream markets have grown from some  
uS$10 billion to over three trillion dollars accounting for nearly 
10% of world GdP.

InFORmATIOn
It is an industry that has changed the world. Why? I referred earlier 
to the abstraction of information. We cannot touch it. Why is the 
automation of information so profound and how does it translate 
on such a huge scale to human benefit? how has it changed the 
structure of the world economy?

We can appreciate the impact of the information age by under-
standing markets and economy. human development for more than 
ten thousand years has been related to the idea of specialisation of 
labour or contribution. the hunter hunted and bartered his food 
and skins for clothing and shoes. that is a value chain. the hunter 
and the coat-maker are mutually dependent. the coat requires two 
participants in its creation. there is also a process of barter or a 
market involved to trade the specialisations.

today the degree of human specialisation has been extended 
to minute segmentation and equally the value chains have become 
extraordinarily long and complex. to deal with the value of com-
parative advantage, we have markets and exchange everywhere. 
Otherwise we could not gain the comparative advantage of spe-
cialisation. today the process of production is largely automated 
by machines. And so the bigger problem becomes the exchange or 
markets that are required everywhere. And it is information that 
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drives markets. It is the automation and movement of that informa-
tion that facilitates globally the huge increase in value and produc-
tivity the world has seen over the last fifteen years.

It is the utility and application of the microprocessor that does 
that. A few examples.

In my company, Psion, part of the manufacture of our com-
puters or components is in china. It is also in canada. We sell in 
sixty countries around the world. Our service and products auto-
mate mobile workforces for the movement and control of goods. 
these involve hand-held computers, voice recognition products, 
wireless networks, software and automated information capture 
through rfId (radio frequency identification device) or barcodes, 
to illustrate.

A hand-held computer is designed by our company, say in 
London. the massive databases on the designs, created with 
standards, are transmitted to Wuijaing district near Shanghai and 
production engineering is done. Over time these designs are di-
rectly fed to automated production machines. much of this occurs 
through two-way transferals of information. Production volumes 
and logistics are controlled by information flows between the sixty-
six sales destinations, London, canada and Wuijaing. And so it is 
too with much market and pricing and settlement information. A 
similar set of processes occurs with component suppliers upstream 
of us, or vendors downstream of us.

Another, more local example is the effect of the cell phone in 
South Africa. Some 40% of the entire population have cell phones 
and the figure is rising rapidly. In all of Africa, this is of great social 
and personal value and has simply bypassed the absence of infra-
structure for the old, wired, landline technologies. But have you 
noticed in the markets how street traders manage their inventory 
and supply? yes, through the networks facilitated by cell phones. 
these networks are more important in South Africa than fibre-
optic cables and demonstrate how the dispossessed benefit through 
the pervasiveness of today’s technology.

America and europe have been losing their textile industries to 
china and India. this is an example of the transferral of value from 
the rich to the less developed. these rich, major world markets 
are driven by fashion, variety, price, quality and an ever-changing 
style. Information flows of customer needs continuously drive 
design. A factory in delhi or chungking tracks sales, demand 

and inventory levels in Walmart, california or marks & Spencer, 
London.

In short, the world has become mutually interdependent to the 
general though not universal advantage. trade has grown to reach 
new record levels. Some of that has been facilitated by political 
drivers. But the real driver has been the technology of information 
movement. And none of this could be done without it.

COmPARATIVe ADVAnTAge
Just as people within a local community learnt to specialise using 
individual skills, training and education, so today nations are doing 
the same. America and europe have lost their textile industry to 
china and India. America is losing its dominance of the motorcar 
industry, those icons General motors and ford, to Japan, Germany 
and Brazil. But America is paramount in hollywood, software, 
defence equipment and international banking. the caribbean 
prospers from its beauty, warm culture, international travel and 
tourism.

In 1956, South Korea’s GdP per head was 5% of that of the 
uSA. today it is 75%. South Korea produces 60% of the world’s 
semi-conductor memory – an extraordinary example of national 
specialisation and concentration in a key commodity.

the globalisation of today, driven by political cooperation 
and by the information world and its infrastructure, has provided 
great opportunity to many developing countries and set them 
on a path of emancipation from rural poverty to modernity and 
a sharing in the knowledge and productivity of today’s world. 
I have given the examples of china, India, Korea and there are 
many others from Brazil to Vietnam. those countries alone are 
nearly half of humankind. today technology and pragmatic coop-
eration are creating a golden era across the world where all may 
ultimately benefit.   

In spite of this there is a material body of vocal opinion that 
takes the opposite view. there are of course many examples of 
abuse such as excessive uS and european subsidies and conse-
quent de facto tariffs on agricultural products from Africa, South 
America and Australasia. But these primitive legacies on the pro-
tection of the national supply of food are under pressure and will 
surely be removed.  

Ironically it is the long industrialised countries of europe and 
the united States that are most at threat from today’s globalisation. 
these latter countries have lost their industries from textiles, to 
shipbuilding, steel, consumer electronics, computer production, 
and the dominance of their car industries, televisions, radios, cam-
eras and many other products and services

there is a danger of modern Ludditism. Populism, pop stars, 
and misguided christian views of the economy are often well-
meaning but often wrong and simplistic in their solutions. An il-
lustration is the understanding or view of economics as a zero sum 
game. economic wealth and value creation do not simply follow 
conservation laws such as those of physics. It is not a question of 
taking from, say, rich Peter to pay poor Paul. Value to both is often 
created by stimulating demand. ultimate value to both is created 
by specialising in our skills and our contribution in cooperation 
with others. National or regional laagers or a return to silos will 
advantage no one.

South Africa must work to break down the trade barriers from 
the West on agriculture and other resources. South Africa has great 
resources in agriculture, mineral and tourism on potentially a great 
scale. And above all, South Africa should become the economic 
gateway to the rest of Africa. that is its future. Its problems are 
substantial, but are essentially social, internal and educational. 
they have to do also with equity and a fairer distribution. But this 
great country has a great future among the nations of the world.

PAsT AnD FuTuRe
I referred earlier to a golden era of trade and well-being during the 
forty years leading to the time when Alfred Snape arrived in cape 
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town in 1910. Nations had become mutually dependent through 
trade and cooperation. this international compact and construc-
tion was shattered by world wars, depressions and the rise of evil, 
authoritarian ideologies.

So will this Globalisation mark II survive? Or are we con-
demned to experience the tragedies of our grandfathers a hundred 
years ago? must we see the careful building of the world with tech-
nology and cooperation destroyed by nationalisms, mediaeval reli-
gious fundamentalism, ignorance and aberrant human ideologies? I 
quote from Alfred Snape in the dark period of 1933. 

 We are living in a time when the whole structure of our polity 
and social life is being assailed. Progress is regarded as chi-
mera; the old values of life are ridiculed; the foundations of 
our civilisation are being undermined by pseudo-scientific 
speculations. there is pessimism abroad. Ideals are satirised 
as follies. Purpose in life, except for money-making and the 
cult of ‘the good time’, is derided. And to those of good in-
tent or those with hate that would pull down our connected 
world, I quote again: ‘experience as an engineer soon teaches 
one that only a limited knowledge is required to raze to the 
ground as compared with the greater imagination, foresight 
and experience to erect a structure that is stable, fulfils re-
quirements, is aesthetic and will stand up to the judgement of 
posterity.’

I share with my grandfather a profound belief in rationalism, the 
power of thought to solve problems, and tolerance and cooperation 
between different peoples. I have been fortunate to live and partici-
pate in an era and an industry that has changed the world. the joy 
has been in the creation. Let us hope that the irrational does not 
pull down the building.
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THE EMPHASIS on true integration capabilities 
in civil engineering infrastructure design software 
has long been a contentious topic within the in-
dustry. Many believe that a truly integrated in-
frastructure design approach allows the designer 
to complete projects faster, leading to increased 
production levels while still maintaining a high 
standard of design. 

In an integrated setting the software operates 
on a common user interface, which results in a 
shorter learning curve for the designer. The de-
signer may switch between different elements of 
the design within a common framework and user 
interface, and the integrated program is able to 
share data between the different design modules 
without interruption.

In addition to a faster design time that inte-
gration brings, the file formats of the program 
are compatible with industry standards and its 
operation embraces the principle of WYSIWYG 
(what you see is what you get). A user can view 
the dynamic spatial relationship between the 
various design elements and incorporate bitmap 
images and aerial photographs as a backdrop 
to the design. A common industry application 
that encompasses the principle of integration 
in its entirety is Civil Designer. This widely used 
software consists of a suite of nine stand-alone 
modules that operate seamlessly on a single 
design platform. 

 
DesIgn mODules
The various design modules include the fol-
lowing.

 The Design Centre module is the heart of 
the entire suite and includes the graphical and 
topographical engines of the program. Here the 
user is able to create new drawings with sup-
porting digital terrain modelling data which is a 
prerequisite in order to run any of the other eight 
design modules. 

 The Survey & Terrain module is a digital 
terrain modelling system that provides interactive 
earthworks design and calculations. It includes 
cut and fill optimisation as well as rendered three-
dimensional views with light source, material 
colours and textures. In this module the designer 
can incorporate more intricate survey calcula-
tions, error figures and control surveys. It also 
allows the modelling of complex bulk earthworks 

projects in any one of the 128 surfaces. 
The Roads module is a comprehensive 

interactive embankment design module that is 
suitable for urban and rural roads, dams, free-
ways, airports and railways. The capabilities of 
this module include the ability to ‘drive’ down a 
completed road in a rendered 3D view in order to 
check for blind rises and other anomalies. It also 
handles roundabout, clover leaf interchange and 
dual carriageways.

 The program’s interaction also extends itself 
to the importing and display of bitmaps to aid the 
design. The bitmap will show the natural features, 
the cadastral layout drawing or even indicate the 
site contours. once the designer has imported 
the backdrop image, the horizontal alignment 
of the road design can be defined graphically by 
indicating the position of the horizontal point 
intersections (HPIs).  

 The Sewer module is a foul water network 
analysis and design module that combines 
interactive drawing functions with powerful 
design functions. It supports a complex system 
of inflows and overflows. The graphical functions 
in this module allow one to insert nodes, links or 
pump stations, change the flow direction or even 
query a node or link. In addition, the design will 
take into account the hydraulic and geometric re-
lationships between the different branches in the 
network. Time simulation is another function that 
allows the viewing of multiple flow hydrographs 
in order to gain an insight into the dynamics of 
the system. Attenuation is calculated at every 
manhole resulting in a solution, which is 30% to 
100% more cost-effective than simply adding the 
inflow peaks together.

 In this module the designer can work with 
erf connections. Erf Connections are calculated 
according to the parameters specified in the 
Erf Connection Data and Erf Connection types 
dialogs. The Sewer Erf Connection and Design 
module in Civil Designer allows the user to check 
that all erven or residential properties will be able 
to drain successfully to the newly designed Sewer 
network. 

 The Storm module is a runoff event network 
analysis and design module that models complex 
overflows including the dual drainage model. 
Runoffs may be attenuated by means of reservoir 
routing with full reporting of reservoir depth, 

storage and outflows. Flows are routed using the 
continuity equation or the time shift method. 
This is 30% to 100% more cost-effective than 
simply adding the runoff peaks together. The 
program allows flow hydrographs of single or 
multiple culverts to be viewed so that further 
information can be accumulated.

 Another add-on feature that is still under 
development is the integration of an advanced 
Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) into 
Civil Designer. This model represents a dynamic 
rainfall-runoff simulation that is used for single-
event or long-term (continuous) simulation of 
runoff quantity and quality from primarily urban 
areas. 

The SWMM model was released by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
graphical user interface has been developed to 
integrate with the upcoming Civil Designer ver-
sion.

SWMM was first developed in 1971 and has 
undergone several major upgrades since then. 
It continues to be widely used throughout the 
world for planning, analysis and design related 
to storm water runoff, combined sewers, sanitary 
sewers, and other drainage systems in urban 
areas, with many applications in non-urban areas 
as well. 

SWMM includes hydrologic, hydraulic and 
water quality modelling features. The hydrologic 
modelling features account for various hydrologic 
processes that produce runoff from urban areas 
including evaporation, infiltration of rainfall into 
unsaturated soil layers and interflow between 
groundwater and drainage systems. 

Hydraulic modelling capabilities are used 
for the routing of runoff and external inflows 
through drainage systems. In addition, the water 
quality modelling features allow the production 
of pollutant loads associated with runoff to be 
estimated and can be modelled for any number 
of user-defined water quality constituents. The 
program provides a comprehensive storm water 
management tool with numerous applications 
ranging from the design and sizing of drainage 
system components for flood control to the 
evaluation of BMPs for reducing wet weather 
pollutant loadings. SWMM is still in its in testing 
phase but interested clients can contact the 
Knowledge Base support centre should they 

A D V e r T O r I A l
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require the files that will enable the SWMM ver-
sion on their copy of the latest version of Civil 
Designer. 

The Water module is used for the analysis 
and extended time simulation of fluid handling 
networks with pipes, valves, reservoirs and 
pump stations. This module allows the designer 
to determine the impact of extensions to the 
network, increased demand, imposition of water 
restrictions, power failures, major pipe breaks 
and empty reservoir conditions. The user is able 
to attach external water consumption tables and 
compare the measured usage to the modelled 
consumption to calibrate the demand or identify 
problem areas in the network. In addition to this, 
time-based demand patterns may be defined 
for different categories of water usage and each 
draw-off point may have a different demand 
pattern.

 one of the latest developments in the soft-
ware is a new add-on pipe sizing module that 
integrates with the existing water module in 
the program. Following extensive research into 
the various methodologies surrounding this 
field including linear programming, enumera-
tion and genetic optimisation methods, the 
software is now able to demonstrate the supe-
rior efficiency and accuracy of simple sizing and 
simulated annealing methodology. Simulated 
annealing is a multivariable optimisation tech-
nique based on the Monte Carlo method used 
in statistical mechanical studies of condensed 
systems. It follows by drawing an analogy be-
tween energy minimisation in physical systems 
and cost minimisation in design applications. 
The Water module add-on tool also includes 
reservoir optimisation. 

 The MAP module is a fast and easy to use 
Geographic Information System. By exchanging 
data between MAP and the CAD and design 
modules, it allows the designer to use MAP as an 
editor for ArcInfo and MapInfo data. The program 
was designed for use by local authorities, govern-
ment and non-government bodies, and others 
who need to represent physical entities with 
an associated database of information. MAP is 
considered to be a cost-effective data capture and 
editing tool.

The Turn module simulates the low speed 
turning manoeuvres of a range of vehicles from 

cars through to aircrafts, as well as user-defined 
vehicles along a specified tracking path. Various 
paths may be tracked, including centre line track 
path and swept paths in forward and reverse sim-
ulation. The user can also create new libraries and 
add their own vehicles to the library by simply 
entering the dimensions for the new vehicle into 
a graphical vehicle dimension dialog.

 The diverse and varied challenges associ-
ated with the upcoming 2010 World Cup will no 

doubt mean that engineers will rely heavily on 
the integration capabilities that programs like 
Civil Designer provide. 
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the ZIBAmBeLe PrOGrAmme was con-
ceived in the early 1990s by the KwaZulu-
Natal department of transport as a routine 
road maintenance system designed to alle-
viate poverty in the rural areas of KwaZulu-
Natal. It has now developed into a far more 

comprehensive developmental intervention 
which generates wealth and accumulates 
assets through the organisation of pro-
gramme beneficiaries into savings clubs 
and co-operatives.

the programme targets woman headed 

households and there are at present almost 
30 000 beneficiaries deployed in KwaZulu-
Natal with 4 000 of these being managed 
by the ethekwini municipality (durban) in 
a separate programme.

the programme beneficiaries (known 
as Zibambele contractors) are contracted 
to maintain a section of blacktop or gravel 
road. their main focus is on low intensity 
routine maintenance such as the clearing of 
the road surfaces, drains and verges.

the beneficiaries are issued tools such a 
rakes, spades, hoes and slashers and safety 
equipment such as reflective vests, gloves 
and traffic cones to carry out their allotted 
tasks.

they are contracted to work their sec-
tion of road for eight days. for this they 
receive a stipend based on the expanded 
Public Works Programme guidelines on 
remuneration and the province’ minimum 
labour rates.

In this article we discuss the opera-
tional aspects of the information manage-
ment system developed for the ethekwini 
Zibambele programme.

Zibambele Contractor

CHAllenges
the main challenge facing the drivers of 
the Zibambele programme has been the 
development of their beneficiaries. the pro-
gramme focuses on creating new chances 

Table � Beneficiary dataset details

Description Notes

Zibambele identity number Unique number for each beneficiary

RSA identity number Unique number – assistance provided

Title Mr; Mrs; Mrs

Initials All initials

Surname Ensure correct spelling

Bank name Valid name – assistance provided

Branch number Valid number – assistance provided

Account name name account is registered under

Account number Unique number

Date started Contractual start date

Date terminated Contractual date of termination of contract

Demography African; coloured; Indian; white

Educational level

number of dependents number of dependants in household

Address Physical address

Telephone number optional

Comments Comments specific to beneficiary

Tool(s)s issue date Related to tools dataset

Safety apparel issue date Related to safety apparel dataset

Savings club name Related to saving club dataset

Date committed to saving with Savings Club 

Attendance days in the month List of days expected to be at work

Reports to Related to other levels of support

Works on Infrastructure number

Works in Local authority structures

Digital photograph Recent photograph

Image of ID book Scanned image

Image of contract Scanned signed contract

Text Roger B Purchase  
tpa Consulting cc 
roger@tpa.co.za

Information technology assisting  
the destitute in eThekwini  Municipality
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and new livelihoods for the beneficiaries 
by organising them into savings clubs and 
cooperatives. these organisations are then 
introduced to opportunities in agri-busi-
ness, tourism, catering and manufacturing.

for the Zibambele programme to be 
seen as successful the above challenges 
must not only be met but the programme 
must also be managed efficiently and ef-
fectively. 

ObJeCTIVe OF THe ZIbAmbele 
PROgRAmme InFORmATIOn 
mAnAgemenT sYsTem 
It has been found that each authority in-
volved in poverty alleviation develops its 
own community development strategy. A 
Zibambele programme must focus on is-
sues pertaining to both the programme’s 
beneficiaries and the authority’s infrastruc-
ture. the success of the programme will be 
dependent on the accurate generation and 
absorption of information relating to these 
two aspects.

the Zibambele Programme Information 
management System (ZPImS) covers the 
management of the systems, activities, 
and data that allow information related to 
the programme to be effectively acquired, 
stored, processed, accessed, communicated 
and archived.

there should be a valid audit trail of 
this communication process which en-
compasses orderly document management 
allowing stakeholders access to information 
in a timely manner.

the operational demands of the pro-
gramme and the distribution of the various 
users necessitated a multiple user interface 
which had to be accessed both in the field 
and in the various regional offices of the 
ethekwini municipality.

the obvious choice was a fully web-
enabled enterprise asset management 
system capable of web deployment.

mobile functionality (inspection man-

agement) was developed for data capturing 
devices and web enabled cellular phones 
using microsoft Visual Studio dot net tech-
nology.

beneFICIARY DATAseT
An essential component of the Zibambele 
programme is the recruitment of ben-
eficiaries. Basic information relating to 
each beneficiary is captured as soon after 
recruitment as possible. the list shown in 
table 1 is not exhaustive and can be devel-
oped to suit the needs of any programme.

InFRAsTRuCTuRe DATAseT
the Zibambele programme can be deployed 
to maintain any form of infrastructure 
within an authority. In the case of ethek-
wini municipality the focus was on roads.

the identity of each element of the 
infrastructure must be unique. for this a 
hierarchical structure of identification was 

developed. the following structure is an 
example:

Authority
  maintenance areas/regions

  Wards/districts
  Infrastructure

   Infrastructure section or 
element

Key information will be held about the 
element at each level of the structure. this 
includes information such as responsible 
person and geographical position. At the 
lowest level an Infrastructure section will 
be uniquely allocated to an individual 
Zibambele contractor.

TOOls DATAseT
the type of tools required for each 
Zibambele contractor must be identified. 
this data is captured at time of issue and 
the condition of the tools recorded at 
regular intervals. the management of the 

Information technology assisting  
the destitute in eThekwini  Municipality

Zibambele is a clear example of best practice which can be 

drawn on in the Expanded Public Works Programme

 President thabo mbeki

Table 2 Inspection dataset details

Description Notes

State of tools Rated monthly – planned replacements

State of safety equipment Rated monthly – planned replacements

Condition of infrastructure Rated monthly – generates follow-ups

Adherence to safety requirements Rated monthly – generates follow-ups

Performance of beneficiary

Zibambele contractor assessment Rated monthly – generates follow-ups

Issuing of counselling/warnings Part of follow-up procedure

Monitoring of follow–up issues Part of follow-up procedure

Closing out of follow-up issues Essential for proper support
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replacement of tools is also recorded in 
this dataset.

sAVIngs Club DATAseT
One of the key outputs of the programme 
is the establishment of savings clubs and 
cooperatives. Once these organisations 
are fully operational and they are able to 
prosper, the households involved in the or-
ganisations are exited from the programme 
and replaced by other destitute households.

the size and composition of the 
Zibambele savings clubs are determined by 
regional and community factors. details of 
the members, office bearers, bank account 
details, contributions of each individual 
and bank charges are recorded to assist in 
the running of the savings clubs.

beneFICIARY PAYmenTs DATAseT
the Zibambele programme must ensure that 
each beneficiary is paid correctly and on 
time. the programme is also responsible for 
ensuring that banks fulfil their obligations 
regarding access to a beneficiary’s funds and 
minimising bank charges. Authorisation to 
pay is triggered by the results of the moni-
toring of a beneficiary’s performance usually 
done on a monthly basis.

PeRFORmAnCe DATAseT   
Attendance management
the days worked by each Zibambele 
contractor are captured via the monthly 
timesheets completed by overseers. the 
information obtained from this is used to 
monitor and report on health and other 
poverty related issues experienced by 
Zibambele contractors.

Payment management
A forecast of the amount required to pay 
the contractors is generated on the 15th of 
each month. the personnel register must 
be updated in terms of contractors entering 
and exiting the programme. the payment 
due is calculated and a report and/or elec-
tronic file is produced to enable payment to 
be made by the banks. 

Inspection management
A monthly inspection is carried out on each 
maintenance item. An inspection work 
order is generated each month for each 
infrastructure section. the inspection work 
orders for each common area are down-
loaded to the coordinators’ personal data 
assistants (PdAs) who inspect each section 
and, in consultation with the overseer 

and the Zibambele contractors, evaluate 
the condition of the section and the work 
performance of the Zibambele contractors. 
this information is uploaded to custom 
fields linked to the work orders. data cap-
ture is done by exception, if the rating is 
not A1 or acceptable.

tools and safety equipment are rated by 
the following condition rating:

A� fit for use
A2 Not fit for use
A3 missing
A4 Not present
A5 Not issued

the condition of each element in the infra-
structure are rated by the following:

Accept
Notify
reject

the Zibambele contractor’s assessment of 
progress must adhere to the poor perform-
ance procedures laid out in the operations 
manual.

Any issue relating to safety is logged 
during the assessment. A follow-up work 
order will be generated with details of ac-
tions to be taken and a final closure of the 
incident.

RePORTIng
the information management system 
provides various levels of access to the 
datasets. through regular reporting, pro-
gramme managers are able to monitor the 
operational and strategic aspects of the pro-
gramme. All datasets can be queried and 
management reports tailored to highlight 
any key performance areas that require 
monitoring.

Some examples of key performance in-
dicators (KPIs) and management reports are 
provided in table 3.

With the relational database an almost 
limitless number of reports and KPIs can 
be generated depending on the authority’s 
requirements.

Roger Purchase graduated from Wits with a 
BSc in civil engineering and obtained a GDE 

in project management and labour-intensive 
construction. He has been involved with the 

Zibambele programme from its inception

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Table 3 Programme monitoring and key performance indicators
Description Notes

Contractor attendance lists Issued to overseers to monitor attendance

Contractors without ID documents (also KPI) Issued to coordinators to render assistance

Contractors without bank accounts (also KPI) Issued to coordinators to render assistance

Payments by cheque/cash Same as above

Payment schedules Monitoring payments/audit purposes

Beneficiary numbers Monitoring recruitment targets

Gender numbers Monitoring recruitment targets

Routine inspection in progress
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REPoRTInG SoFTWARE development house 
opus Technologies have teamed up with 
Shopware IT to supply manufacturing perform-
ance software solutions designed to support 
South African companies striving to become 
leaner for world-class status.

The pairing recently invited suppliers to im-
plement a pilot projects to quantify the potential 
improvements of implementing an MES/MIS 
(manufacturing execution systems / management 
information system) solution. 

‘no company will achieve and maintain 
world-class status without an IT solution to 
support its manufacturing operations,’ says 
Shopware’s managing director, Deon Fourie.

Dave Wibberley, managing director of Adroit 
and opus Technologies concurs: ‘If you are 
manufacturing something and not measuring 
performance of that operation using standard 
methodologies such as overall equipment ef-
ficiency (oEE), it is virtually impossible to adopt 
a lean strategy. Striving to continuously improve 
means you need to have something against which 
you can measure yourself.’ 

Wibberley points to the continuous improve-
ment cycle to support the necessity for manufac-
turers to define, measure, analyse, and improve 
performance to achieve benchmark standards.  

Malcolm Heathfield, business development 
director of opus Technologies, describes one 
of the pilot projects, at a top South African 
electronics manufacturer who wished to remain 
anonymous. He says: ‘A world-class organisation 
could produce almost double the throughput 
achieved by the company we visited with the 
same resources. Labour and capital productivity 
will also be approximately double the level in this 
company. Situations like these demonstrates the 
necessity of implementing a real-time perform-
ance management software solution.

‘We are called in as part of a pilot project 
in which various suppliers were called to justify 
an IT solution to support the companies manu-
facturing operation. As industry veterans, we 
understood the manufacturing problems and 
set about implementing a real-time solution 
using the Shopware production management 
software, Adroit Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (Scada) software and opus reporting 
technology. With the data from two machines, 
we were able to build a business case for the 
project and to implement a full solution with 
relative ease.’ 

The plant required a factory-wide manu-
facturing information system that could meet 
real-time efficiency management with a visual 

interface to enable rapid identification and rec-
tification of problem areas and manufacturing 
bottlenecks, as well as an automatic download 
of work orders from the enterprise resource plan-
ning (ERP) system to the production information 
system for operational scheduling.

Based on discussions with company 
representative, the Adroit/opus/Shopware 
consortium identified functional requirements 
to support their business requirements. These 
included machine utilisation analysis, opera-
tional scheduling, oEE calculation and analysis, 
production monitoring, shop floor data collec-
tion, and manufacturing visibility and historical 
reporting.

‘The company did have systems in place to 
monitor production and oEE, in order to create 
an environment of continuous improvement, 
but the production and utilisation data at the 
company was manually collected by operators on 
an hourly basis,’ explains Heathfield. From this 
point, the data was then manually collated into 
an Excel report. The process was time consuming, 
often inaccurate and unreliable, it provided low 
hourly data resolution, and report generation was 
cumbersome with extended report intervals and 
lag times.

‘These findings are typical of many tradi-
tional/manual production recording and re-
porting systems,’ says Heathfield.

The components of oEE, namely availability, 
performance and quality, were investigated by 
the consortium to find the major areas of loss. 
During the pilot period the scrap analysis func-
tionality was not configured or used to determine 
quality losses.

However, the oEE for the two machines for 
the pilot period was 43,5%, which is well below 
the world-class benchmark for oEE of 85%.  

The availability analysis of the equipment 
revealed that the material losses and the absence 
of planned work were areas that must be targeted 
for improvement.

‘It should be possible through teamwork and 
cross-functional co-ordination to eliminate half of 
the loss categories “no work planned” (21%) and 
“no material” (4,25%) in the short term,’ says 
Heathfield.

This would result in an improvement of 
12,6% (from 45,8% to 58,4%) in availability or a 
percentage improvement of 28% (12,6 / 45,k8 = 
28%). A similar 28% percentage improvement is 
expected in oEE from 43,5% to 55,7%.

Figure � Continuous improvement cycle

A D V e r T O r I A l

New technology pairing  
offers leaner manufacturing  prospects

The proposed solution automates work study so that we know in real time 

exactly what the company’s performance is against the standards. It will 

never again be necessary to do a manual work study on standard times



In terms of the company’s performance, it 
registered at 95%, which is in line with the world-
class benchmark, also of 95%. ‘Performance loss 
would not be targeted as a first priority; however, 
we need to question the standards and the re-
sulting product costing,’ says Heathfield.

‘The proposed solution automates work study 
so that we know in real time exactly what the 
company’s performance is against the standards.  
It will never again be necessary to do a manual 
work study on standard times.

‘We can see from the speed per product 
figures, the actual performance against standards 
indicates that there are large discrepancies. If this 
data accurately represents reality there could be 
major product costing and pricing distortions in 
the business,’ advises Heathfield.

‘A cost benefit analysis was done and return 
on investment (RoI) and financial justification 
projected forward. A significant opportunity for 
improvement has been identified; this opportu-
nity and should be exploited to ensure the long-
term sustainability of the company.

‘The Shopware Visual Management Solution 
offers many features that will make the realisation 
of the business potential quicker, faster, cheaper 
and easier to achieve, and RoI calculations in-
dicate that an investment in Shopware will give 

very favourable payback.
‘This case study simply begs the question 

why more manufacturers aren’t adopting more 

IT related shop-floor MES/MIS solutions as an 
integral part of the business strategy,’ concludes 
Heathfield. 
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DIGITAL DESIGn InFoRMATIon generated 
during the execution of key development projects 
– many of which are catalysts for sustained eco-
nomic growth – is a national asset.

That’s the view of Errol Ashwell, MD of the 
Africa region of global design technology leader 
Autodesk.

‘South Africa has big plans. We hear daily 
about the infrastructure necessary to support 
2010, the Gautrain project, halving unemployment 
by 2014 and six per cent growth targets,’ says 
Ashwell. ‘It’s time to move beyond being a country 
of possibilities – we have to realise our potential.’

Key to fulfilling this potential, says Ashwell, is 
the effective use of digital design information.

Projects driving the economy forward range 
from building bridges, roads, clinics, high density 
housing and even new harbours, to constructing 
new power stations, stadiums for 2010, hotels 
and airport upgrades. At the same time, the 
country’s manufacturers are producing goods, 
such as concrete mixers and brick making ma-
chines, scaffolding and front-end loaders, for the 
execution of diverse construction projects. 

‘Design – be it architectural, engineering or 
manufacturing design – is a common element in 
all these projects and, as such, is the backbone of 
local development,’ says Ashwell.

Technologically advanced software, that ac-
celerates the creation of digital design models, 
secures all-digital sharing of information and the 
efficient management of digital design data can 
play an invaluable role in accelerating develop-
ment projects and ensuring the country reaches 
the milestones it has set for itself.

TeCHnOlOgICAl ADVAnCes
Technological advances over the past three years 
have changed the face of electronic design, 
often more than halving project design time. 
Previously, designers used lines, arcs and circles 
to create representations of a building or object. 
Designs were also created as discrete drawings. A 
building would comprise separate 3D conceptual 
images, 2D floor plans, elevations (side views) 
and sections through the building. A change to 
the width of a window, for example, would have 
to be made to the floor plan as well as all the 
other drawings in which it appeared.

Today, architects use purpose built building 
design software to create virtual models of a 
proposed building. With parametric technology, 
unique to Autodesk Revit software, revisions to 
the model are reflected instantly in all the views, 

drawings and schedules. Real-time changes mean 
architects can explore different concepts with 
ease, while changes, which collectively could 
have taken more than 50% of project design 
time, are completed in a fraction of the time, 
with 100% accuracy.  In addition to paper draw-
ings, the owner of the building now receives a 
complete digital Building Information Model for 
managing the property into the future.

In manufacturing, functional design tech-
nology in innovative design software, such as 
Autodesk Inventor, is revolutionising mechanical 
design. It allows a designer to input parameters 
defining the function of a product – the rotation 
speed, the load to be carried or the forces to be 
exerted on the item – and the software automati-
cally creates a geometric model according to the 
information provided. This unique approach al-
lows a designer to focus first on the functionality 
of an item, ensuring that it will work, and then 
focus on modelling its shape for both looks and 
manufacturability.

 Sharing of digital design information is critical 
to the design review process. The outdated process 
of couriering paper drawings or CDs of electronic 
files to project partners has been replaced by an 
all-digital design review process. Secure and intelli-
gent DWF files, which are about one tenth the size 
of a PDF file, are easily e-mailed to partners and 
can be reviewed, marked up and returned without 
the recipient having to use powerful and expensive 
computer aided design software.

‘Recent reports of delays in construction of a 
2010 stadium caused by a snag in the delivery of 
designs to the 2010 local organising committee 
just shouldn’t have occurred,’ says Ashwell.

‘Today, web based project management 
services serve as a repository for all project design 
data for sharing by extended design teams.

‘Thousands of project team members involved 
in the design of new York’s Freedom Tower, which 
will probably be the tallest building in the world, 
use Autodesk Buzzsaw to manage project documen-
tation, including thousands of drawings, online.

‘Attainment of our national goals is crucial. 
Government and developers need to begin 
demanding that service providers use efficient, 
industry standard design technology, and deliver 
full 3D digital models of the projects for future 
management, maintenance and refurbishment 
purposes.’

 
 INFO

www.autodesk.com
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the LASt decAde has seen an important 
shift in South African passenger transport 
policy. responses to congestion are no 
longer based primarily on the construction 
of additional road capacity. current policy 
explicitly prioritises public transport and 
higher occupancy vehicles over single oc-
cupancy private transport, and has shifted 
emphasis from new infrastructure supply 
to managing and reducing the demand for 
travel and deriving greater use from existing 
system capacities. experience in countries 
with similar resource constraints suggests 
that achieving policy objectives of stepwise 
public transport system improvement, car 
user mode switching, and travel reduction 
through improved land use efficiency are 
big, but not insurmountable, challenges.

Within this policy context, researchers 
within the university of cape town’s 
urban transport research Group have 
embarked upon programmes of research to 
explore the implications of the policy shift 
for transport planning and engineering 
practices.

One stream of research is investigating 
how travel demand management (tdm) 
can be implemented successfully in the 
South African context. tdm can be applied 
as a set of strategies from a recipe book. But 
to be successful, a tdm strategy needs to 
change travel behaviours which over time 
become habitual and are no longer sub-
jected to continuous deliberation. change 
cannot be assumed to result instantane-
ously, simply from a traveller being faced 
with a new set of conditions or alternatives, 
as is assumed in conventional transport 
modelling. the preliminary findings of this 
research indicate that change is event-based 
and dynamic, associated with some form 
of shock to the traveller’s lifestyle (moving 
house, changing job, children starting 
school, etc) which results in the habitual 
behaviour no longer meeting needs and 
triggers a deliberate reconsideration of this 
behaviour. conventional theories of behav-
ioural adaptation until some form of equi-
librium state is reached do not explain this 
dynamic and event-based process of change 

particularly well. the research is aimed at 
uncovering: what triggers a reconsideration 
of habitual behaviour and what circum-
stances lead travellers to either change 
their behaviour or continue travelling as 
they did before; the pace at which change 
occurs and how this differs across different 
elements of the trip decision (choice of de-
parture time, mode, route, destination, etc); 
and who is more susceptible to change and 
when. (for more information, contact dr 
roger Behrens (rebehrens@ebe.uct.ac.za) 
or Professor romano del mistro (rdelmist@
ebe.uct.ac.za).)

Another stream of research is investi-
gating the implications of the policy shift 
for transport modelling. In essence, the 
questions raised by policy have changed 
from ‘what traffic will need to be accom-
modated in year t+20’ to ‘how will pat-
terns of behaviour change if x measure is 
introduced’. this research is investigating 
the impacts of tdm and Intelligent 
transport System (ItS) measures on travel 
behaviour, traffic flow and road safety. 
conventional four-step models are not 
well equipped to deal with all the new 
policy questions. Strategic models need 
to be developed to answer more strategic, 
aggregated questions and appraise policy 
alternatives. A prototype model has been 
developed for cape town to appraise the 
effect of land use development scenarios 
on the transportation system. the im-
provement of this model, as well as the 
application of the theory in other areas, is 
ongoing research. Another strategic model, 
looking at expected mobility growth for 
the middle to long term, taking a changing 
environment into account, has been de-
veloped for Windhoek. Other research is 
analysing the impacts of policy alterna-
tives on traffic flows in much more detail. 
microscopic transportation models have 
been developed internationally to explore 
the impact of ItS, for example, and these 
have been adapted to the South African 
context. As the focus is on the real-time 
improvement of traffic flow efficiency, 
individual vehicles need to be tracked. 

Studies have been carried out for corridors 
in Gauteng and cape town. measures that 
have been included so far in the model-
ling exercise are the implementation of 
bus and high occupancy vehicle lanes, 
variable speed limits, and ramp metering. 
further investigations are under way. (for 
more information, contact dr marianne 
Vanderschuren (m.vanderschuren@ebe.
uct.ac.za).)

A further stream of research is investi-
gating ‘transit-oriented development’ (tOd) 
as a means both of reducing the need to 
travel through establishing more efficient 
patterns of land use, and of enhancing the 
viability of public transport operations. In 
the face of considerable interest and experi-
ence in implementing tOd in the uSA and 
elsewhere, the prospects for undertaking 
contextually appropriate forms of tOd 
in South African cities appear not to have 
been explored seriously yet, despite their 
potential benefits in terms of restructuring 
or redirecting the interconnected func-
tioning and evolution of urban land use 
and transport systems. currently, attention 
is focused on developing a framework for 
facilitating tOd in cape town’s rapidly 
growing Atlantis corridor, which seeks 
to address the demand and supply-side 
issues involved in establishing innova-
tive combinations of accommodation and 
mobility options for people in the so-called 
‘gap’ and lower middle income strata of the 
housing market. this ‘gap’ segment of the 
housing market (in the r3 500 – r8 000 
gross household income range) is also a 
strategic group from the perspective of car 
ownership and the transformation of ‘cap-
tive passengers’ to ‘choice passengers’. the 
intention is to extend future research into 
examination of the possibilities for retrofit-
ting tOd-type projects in other parts of the 
metropolitan area, including the south-east 
sector of the cape flats occupied predomi-
nantly by the lowest income households, 
which are likely to require quite different 
implementational frameworks. (for more 
information, contact Professor Peter 
Wilkinson (wilkinsn@eng.uct.ac.za).) 

Text Roger Behrens 
Department of Civil Engineering  

University of Cape Town

Transport policy change and 
its implications for planning 
and engineering practice

I N N O V A T I O N
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GeOtechNIcAL IcON franki Africa, 
famous for its franki pile and the Blue Book, 
is 60 years old and going strong. 

On 1 November 2006, franki cel-
ebrated 60 years of successful operation 
in South Africa. According to md roy 
mcLintock, the company is more motivated 
than ever to make the most of the opportu-
nities that are fast arising in the construc-
tion industry in South Africa.

‘Like any 60-year celebration, this is a 
significant milestone that enables one to 
stand back and reflect on all the remarkable 
achievements as well as reflect positively on 
the future of the company, the industry and 
the country as a whole. there is unprece-
dented optimism within the franki organi-
sation about the South African economy 
and the economic outlook of the southern 
African region in general.

‘the Gautrain and the 2010 World cup 
are no longer pipe dreams that may or 
may not happen. they are a reality,’ says 
mcLintock.

he adds that this will not only rev up 

the local economy, but it will also have a 
ripple effect on the surrounding economy. 
‘events of this magnitude have a far-
reaching influence in a region and I expect 
this to be the case in our part of the world 
too.’

the first office of the franki operation 
in South Africa was established in cape 
town as a subsidiary of franki Pile, the 
internationally renowned Belgian-based 
piling company. the first local md was 
Wally rowland, who celebrated franki’s 
50th anniversary with the company in 
1996. rowland, regarded by all as the 
founding father of franki in this country, 
passed away in August of this year aged 92.

from the fledgling start of the first 
contract, the installation of eight piles for 
a small building in Paarden eiland near 
cape town, franki has grown into the 
local market leader with both the capability 
and capacity to handle large projects. In the 
process it has shown its ability to success-
fully compete with international geotech-
nical companies both in South Africa and 

beyond the borders in sub-Saharan Africa 
and the Indian Ocean Islands where the 
company is very active.

franki has become much more than a 
successful operations company, however. 
It has led the way for years in piling tech-
nology, boasting some of the best-known 
geotechnical engineers in the country who 
have developed a reputation for their knowl-
edge and expertise both here and abroad. 

franki’s Blue Book, as it has come to 
be known in the industry, is the definitive 
guide to practical geotechnical engineering 
in southern Africa. Gavin Byrne, franki 
technical director, says that the book’s 
purpose was initially, and still is, a refer-
ence with a wealth of practical information 
on geotechnical topics, which countless 
readers over the years have found to be 
very useful.

the first edition was written and com-
piled in 1976 by then franki managing 
director Ian Braatvedt. Its main focus was 
aspects of soil investigation and piling 
in southern Africa. the second edition, 

C O M P A N Y  P r O f I l e

A sparkling performance  – 60 not out
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published in 1986 by franki’s technical 
director at the time, John everett, placed 
more emphasis on design aspects.

Along with fellow co-authors, Byrne was 
extensively involved on the third edition, 
which was rewritten and updated in 1995. 
With the evolution of the series, the third 
book expanded on franki’s advances in the 
fields of soil improvement and lateral sup-
port, as well as in terms of environmental 
engineering. topics covered included field 
investigation and laboratory testing.

the fourth edition, which is being 
compiled by Byrne and fellow senior design 
engineer Alan Berry, will be published in 
2007, with a preview of the book’s contents 
to be released during franki Africa’s 60th 
anniversary celebrations in November 2006.  

the origins of the world-famous franki-
driven cast-in-situ pile – the franki pile 
– can be traced back to its Belgian founder, 
edgard frankignoul, who invented the 
system and patented it in 1910. Whilst just 
one of the many piling techniques em-

ployed by franki Africa today, the franki 
pile – with its characteristic enlarged base 
– has been the cornerstone of the compa-
ny’s success in southern Africa.

‘the franki pile is a unique system for 
generating excellent load capacity and we 
have developed a number of techniques 
to install the franki pile in a variety of 
soil conditions,’ says Byrne. ‘this is a very 
flexible system and a key advantage is that 
the large base enables one to found the pile 
at approximately half the depth of other 
piles, making it more economical and much 

faster than alternative cast in-situ methods,’ 
says Byrne.

On the subject of the recent acquisition 
of franki by esor, mcLintock says: ‘franki’s 
management buyout in 1998 was facilitated 
by Brait capital Partners with Investec 
Bank ultimately replacing them in July 
2003. In early 2005 we pursued various 
options to introduce a suitable Bee partner 
into franki as we realised this was a pre-
requisite to our ongoing success within 
the framework of transforming the South 
African engineering sector. 

‘Both Investec and franki’s four non-
executive management shareholders 
indicated that they would be prepared to 
sell their shareholdings to effect such a 
transaction. unfortunately, although close 
to finalisation, this Bee transaction did 
not materialise and we needed to consider 
other options.

‘esor, hearing of Investec’s willingness 
to sell its shareholding, contacted franki’s 
executive management directly with a view 
to possibly merging the two entities, which 
was viewed favourably. In terms of the 
subsequent proposed merger agreement, 
Investec and franki’s four non-executive 
managers will exit their shares completely, 
whilst franki’s executive management will 
exchange the majority of their franki shares 
for shares in esor, which underlines our 
commitment to the process going forward.’

So, it’s business as usual at franki, 
one of South Africa’s best-known brands 
and companies. ‘Our motto is “Quality is 
our foundation”,’ says mcLintock. ‘this 
refers not only to the installation of our 
various products but also to our culture of 
working successfully together with all our 
stakeholders in producing quality work in a 
friendly and productive environment.’

‘But our real foundation is undoubtedly 
our people and we look forward to working 
with them in building on our successes of 
the past. here’s to another sixty!’ he con-
cluded. 

 Top left: Roy McLintock
Top right: Franki Africa solved severe foundation problems for the 
Hillside Smelter Expansion Project at Richards Bay using their tried and 
tested ‘workhorse’, the driven cast in-situ pile with an enlarged base 
which has become known as the ‘Franki’ pile
Top bottom: In the Seychelles, Franki Africa was involved in the 
challenging marine construction contract to extend the Tuna Quay in 
the Port of Victoria on the island of Mahé
Below: Blue Books Editions 1, 2, 3 and 4
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It mAy NOt Be as high a profile company 
as some of South Africa’s better-known civil 
engineering enterprises, but in terms of its 
service delivery, quality of work and quality 
of customer, Liviero civils (Pty) Limited is 
up there with the best of them.

Part of the Liviero group of companies, 
Liviero civils, is now headed by richard 
Saxby, industry stalwart and well-known 
figure in the civil engineering fraternity in 
southern Africa.

‘Liviero civils is an exciting place to be. 
first, we are part of a dynamic construction 
group which has unique vision and drive. 
Second, the expertise of the people both 
from a financial and professional construc-
tion perspective is growing to be as good as 

I have ever experienced in my career and 
thirdly a unique atmosphere pervades the 
organisation which stems from a certainty 
that this company is destined for great 
things,’ says Saxby.  

It’s no secret that the condition of a 
company’s plant and equipment is often an 
important tell-tale sign of the health of that 
company in general. even a cursory glance 
at the state of Liviero’s plant – all their 
trucks and excavators look brand new with 
impeccable signage and branding – makes 
it immediately apparent that this company 
means business.

‘One of Liviero’s greatest strengths,’ 
continues Saxby, ‘is that we are able to offer 
our clients unique turnkey solutions. We 

are a genuine “one-stop-shop” with innova-
tive methods of construction, design alter-
natives and programming techniques that 
result in significant time and cost savings 
on all our contracts.’

One such contract is the r140 million 
combination shopping centre/taxi rank 
being developed by maxcity Properties 
where Liviero civils is carrying out all 
the earthworks, roads and services and 
Liviero Building is doing the building. 
the anchor tenant of the development 
will be Pick ’n Pay. 

charles Wright, Liviero civils con-
tracts director responsible for the mahube 
maxcity contract, says the idea is a first 
for this country and entails the merging of 

O N  T H e  C O V e r
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a ‘space-age’ taxi rank with a world-class 
shopping centre into a single operating 
unit.  

‘this is a unique development, which 
could change the way taxi logistics are or-
ganised in the future in South Africa,’ says 
Wright.

he added that the main challenges of 
this project are that it is exceptionally fast 
track and will have been developed from 
a ‘greenfield’ site to completion in a credit-
able 14 months. Also the water table was 
very high on the site. ‘At the peak of the 
last summer it was a mere 40 cm below the 
surface.’ 

ultimately, more than 5,5 km of water 
pipes and 8,5 km of sewers will have been 

installed and in excess of 100 000 m3 of 
earthworks will have been achieved.

Stuart Knight, md of Liviero civils, 
Gauteng region, says that the philosophy of 
‘partnership’, which the Liviero group lives 
by, is a significant factor in giving his com-
pany competitive advantage. ‘When signing a 
contract, for example, everyone is very con-
scious that we are entering into a partnership 
with our clients and suppliers for the dura-
tion of that contract and, often, beyond.’

‘We do our best to work together with 
everyone towards a common goal to ensure 
that the project is beneficial to all par-
ties and is completed on time and within 
the desired budget.  It is this partnership 
philosophy both within the company and 
from the company to the outside world that 
makes a fundamental difference,’ he says.

In another important contract, Liviero 
civils is completing the work on a Pick 
’n Pay warehouse in Longmeadow near 
edenvale. the project is one of the largest 
ever undertaken in South Africa and 
includes the challenges of more than 
600 000 m3 of earthworks in just three 
months, a ‘monster’ gabion wall, Loffelstein 
retaining walls, deep manholes and a con-
siderable time constraint.  

evan Vermaak, Liviero site agent on the 
Pick ’n Pay job, elaborates. ‘At 1 490 m3 and 
10 m high, the gabion wall was one of the 
biggest Liviero has ever constructed. We 
are also constructing Loffelstein retaining 
walls to a value of more than r2,5 mil-
lion. the fact that we did 30 000 cubes of 
excavation and backfill for stormwater and 
sewers alone is indication enough of the 
size of the job,’ he said.

the project consists of two warehouses 
– one for groceries and one for perishables 
– and in the first phase alone, the grocery 
warehouse will be 22,750 m2 and 15 m 
high and the perishable warehouse is 
21 500 m2 and 15 m high.

Integrity-based management, strong 
human relationships and a transparency 
have always been central to the way richard 
Saxby has operated and he says the Liviero 
culture is strong in these areas. ‘Good gov-
ernance and integrity are values that are 
very high on the priority list,’ he says.

Saxby’s statement is vindicated by the 
many practical steps taken within the 

Liviero organisation to help provide 
the framework for such a value system. 
these include adherence to best business 
practices, outsourced internal auditing 
services, practical and correct sized con-
tracts, comprehensive business policies and 
procedures, and the dissemination of these 
throughout the organisation.

‘We also continuously work on more 
effective management structures and better 
integrated management information and 
control systems to help make good gov-
ernance a deeply imbedded aspect of our 
corporate culture,’ he says.

Good governance and transparency are 
all about being fair yet, according to Saxby, 
there is always a balance that must be at-
tained between fairness and toughness. 
‘this is significant in the civils industry 
because ill discipline can be dangerous to 
human life. One has to at all times exercise 
a firmness to ensure the proper standards. 
Simply, where safety is concerned we don’t 
take chances.’

In fact, Liviero operates a stringent 
safety policy in conjunction with externally 
appointed risk management consult-
ants who operate a voluntary compliance 
auditing programme that is based on fun-
damental principles of management and 
demands a high level of commitment and 
cooperation in working towards a healthier 
and safer working environment.

Saxby adds that having a stringent 
safety programme in place is not just com-
pliance to the law but is a fundamental 
statement of the value an organisation 
places on its personnel. ‘We therefore take 
this extremely seriously and try continu-
ously to ensure the entire company com-
plies with the procedures and standards to 
the highest possible levels.’ 

On the Bee front Liviero civils is com-
mitted to the empowerment of previously 
disadvantaged individuals and geographical 
areas. recently reVolution, a successful 
broad-based empowerment company 
started by Saxby in 2005, formed a partner-
ship with Liviero civils to ensure BBBee 
delivery in Liviero’s construction activities.  

‘Our black empowerment policy is 
geared to real empowerment across a broad 
spectrum of people and communities and 
not the enrichment of a fortunate few and 
our relationship with reVolution will help 
us in implementing this policy,’ says Saxby. 

Asked about the specifics of implementa-
tion, Saxby said that there were many ways 
to apply the reVolution process, but that 
Liviero would focus on joint ventures with 
companies who reside and are established 
in the areas in which the company works. 
‘this empowers the local communities and, 
importantly, helps to keep the capital circu-
lating within these communities.’

he adds that this not only helps to en-
rich the local community but also develops 
its skills base. ‘Liviero and reVolution will 
actively seek and engage these local com-
panies to create viable and sustainable joint 
ventures into the future,’ says Saxby.

Liviero civils’ recently completed 
contracts are in excess of r150 million 
in value and it has a full order book for 
the next year to the value of more than 
r100 million.

‘Liviero management is forceful and 
optimistic. these are the two most impor-
tant ingredients for success and given its 
sound value foundation and excellent sys-
tems, I see a great future for the company,’ 
concluded Saxby. 

O N  T H e  C O V e r
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It IS StILL cOmmONLy assumed that aggregates are essentially an inert compo-
nent of concrete used primarily as economical filler that gives the concrete some 
volume stability. In recent years research has proved that aggregate is not merely an 
inert filler and in the book Aggregates in concrete research results are used to explain 
the effect of aggregates on the properties of concrete. 

Since concrete aggregates typically make up about 70% of the mass of concrete, 
variations in the aggregate properties have a significant effect on the behaviour of 
the concrete. 

this book is unique in that the authors use the extensive knowledge of South 
African aggregates that mark Alexander has gained during the last three decades 
to practically illustrate the effect of South African aggregates on concrete proper-
ties. 

the book comprises eight chapters dealing not only with the origin, produc-
tion, classification and properties of natural aggregates, but also with the role of the 
aggregates on fresh and hardened concrete properties. the effect of aggregates on 
the durability of concrete is covered in detail. the book refers extensively to British, 
American, canadian and South African test methods, specifications and standards 
and the fact that the requirements of the different sets of documents are compared 
throughout, makes the book a valuable reference for any person that regularly deals 
with international concrete documentation.

the authors do acknowledge that the vast quantities of aggregates used in con-
crete production have a significant environmental impact, but only limited refer-
ence is made in chapter 7 to alternative sources of aggregate (such as synthetic and 
recycled aggregates).

Although an extensive list of canadian, American, British, South African and 
european standards is given in the appendixes, it is a pity that no reference is made 
in the text to the european standards that now supersede the British standards that 
have been withdrawn.   

Aggregates in concrete is a useful reference for concrete practitioners and I can 
strongly recommend it as a worthwhile addition to the bookshelf of any person that 
regularly deals with concrete as a construction material.

Elsabé Kearsley

B O O K  S H e l f

Aggregates in concrete
mark Alexander and sidney mindess



COMPANIES ON 
GAUTRAIN’S 
POTENTIAL SUPPLIER 
LIST NOT CORRUPT, 
SAYS BOMBELA
THE GAUTRAIn prospective supplier database 
is a web-based registration facility on which 
any individual, company or organisation can 
express their interest to become a prospective 
supplier of services or products to the Gautrain 
Rapid Rail Link Project. The prospective supplier 
database will be used in procurement processes, 
driven completely by the Concession Company 
Bombela, as a source when tenders are called for. 
This will happen only when individuals, compa-

nies and organisations listed on the database had 
been cleared/approved in terms of the project’s 
procurement requirements.

nkobi Holdings, Kobitech Transport Systems 
and African Defence Systems are listed on the 
Gautrain prospective supplier database. nkobi 
Holdings and Kobitech Transport systems listed 
in January and May 2002 respectively. African 
Defence Systems listed in May 2004. Since 
respective dates of registration, all three listings 
reflected publicly on the prospective supplier 
database. These companies are allegedly linked to 
Schabir Shaik.

A disclaimer on this registration facility reads: 
‘The Provincial Government, Project Team and 
representatives, directors, officers, employees and 
agents does not make representation nor provide 
any warranty whether expressed or implied to the 
accuracy or completeness or comprehensiveness 
of the list provided for in these web pages and/or 
to the competency, expertise, resources and reli-

ability of the person/institutions/corporate enti-
ties comprising part of this list.’

Bombela Consortium has not allocated any 
work for the Gautrain project to any of the above 
companies.

EPSON INTRODUCES 
NEW INKJET PRINTERS
THE STYLUS C87 PLUS and Stylus C79 are the 
latest four-colour general purpose inkjet printers 
from Epson. They offer economical printing with 
four individual ink cartridges at R99 each – you 
save money and only replace the colour you use. 

They also feature Epson DURABrite Ultra ink 

REPRESEnTATIVES of the project teams which 
each won one of the four Cathay Pigment tro-
phies for this year’s CMA Awards for Excellence 
competition proudly display their trophies during 
the national Awards ceremony at the Sandton 
Convention Centre on october 7.

Pictured here with CMA president Garth 
Gregory (left) and Cathay Pigments CEo from 

China Terrence Yu (right), are from second left: 
Jeremy Leighton of  Decorton who received 
the Concrete Retaining Wall Element trophy 
on behalf of Decorton, Klapmuts Concrete and 
Terraforce, and the other project-team trophy 
winners: Gordon Fernandes of Watson Concrete, 
who represented the Concrete Masonry project-
team trophy winners; Gary Steyn of Infraset, who 

accepted the trophy on behalf of the winning 
Concrete Block Paving project-team winners; 
and Klaus Schubert and Jimmy Gifford of Marley 
Roofing who carried the flag for the Concrete 
Roof Tiles project-team winners.

Trophy award certificates were presented to 
each member of each project team, but the actual 
trophy will reside with the product manufacturer.

I N  B r I e f

CMA TROPHY WINNERS
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that is highly durable and is smudge, fade and 
water resistant on either plain or photo paper; 
a printing resolution of up to 5760 x 1 440 dpi 
and Epson’s unique Micro Piezo technology. Both 
feature Epson PhotoEnhance, allowing you to be 
an expert in imaging enhancing software to get 
the best out of your photos. 

Epson Creativity Suite software helps you to 
easily manage, file and print your photos without 
the need to open other programmes simultane-
ously. With its user-friendly interface you can find 
your desired files and then choose what feature 
you wish to perform, for example, open, print or 
save into another folder.  

The Epson Stylus C87 Plus is ideal for a busy 
household or home office with everyday printing 
needs, for example, homework, business reports, 
internet printing and photos. It includes ArcSoft 
PhotoImpression® 5.1 software to help you get 
creative with your photos. With printing speeds 
of up to 23 pages per minute, you won’t have to 
wait long for your documents and photos either.

The Epson Stylus C79 is ideal for those who 
demand quality and efficiency from their inkjet 
printer. It is fast too, with print speeds of up to 
22 pages per minute. What’s more, it is the only 
printer in its class that offers cost-effective indi-
vidual ink cartridges.

IMATION’S ULYSSES 
TECHNOLOGY 
PASSES STRINGENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
IMATIon, A WoRLDWIDE SUPPLIER of remov-
able data storage, has announced that its new 
Ulysses technology has passed stringent environ-
mental tests by Sercel, a major seismic acquisi-
tion company.

Ulysses, the first disk-enhanced tape car-
tridge, has several characteristics that make it a 
valuable tool for demanding businesses such as 
the geophysical industry. The Ulysses solution 
was developed to radically accelerate tape auto-
mation by integrating a hard disk drive (HDD) 
into a standard tape cartridge form factor for 
deployment in any tape library environment. 
Ulysses technology is a highly scalable, rugged 
and cost-effective data storage solution that can 
be used in a variety of settings.

‘As a worldwide leader in seismic acquisition 
systems for over forty years, Sercel continually 
evaluates leading technologies to meet the fast- 
growing demands for data acquisition. Upholding 
the standard of excellence is our priority,’ said 

Daniel Boucard, land product development 
manager, Sercel. ‘Before any product is accepted 
by Sercel, it has to meet our stringent quality 
and reliability standards. Ulysses was fully tested 
by Sercel and we are pleased to announce that 
Ulysses technology provides the functionality 
needed and complies with the rigid requirements 
for seismic applications.’

‘Imation has long been committed to pro-
viding reliable data storage solutions to the geo-
physical market,’ said Imation SA sales manager 
Juan David Fajardo. ‘our new Ulysses technology 
is the first solution to combine the benefits of 
tape – low cost and portability – with the backup 
and recovery speeds of disk in a durable and 
rugged cartridge that meets the rigorous require-
ments of data storage with this market.’

The new technology addresses the needs 
of tape users looking for a disk-to-disk-to-tape 
(D2D2T) solution to improve restore time without 
having to adopt a complex new system or invest 
in hardware or software modifications. A Ulysses-
equipped library can reportedly restore files up to 
ten times faster than a tape-only library.

Because the Ulysses tape drive emulator emu-
lates an LTo drive and the Ulysses media has the 
same form factor as LTo Ultrium cartridges, users 
can simply ‘drop in’ the Ulysses cartridge into the 
existing automated tape environment with no 
changes to floor space, wiring, cooling or other 



infrastructure challenges.
‘Since Ulysses is disk based, it provides faster 

backup and restore than a tape-only system,’ said 
Peter Groel, president of MP Tapes, Longmont, 
Colorado. ‘This inherent technology advantage 
makes Ulysses the ideal choice for applications 
that cannot tolerate any disruptions. In addition, 
Sercel has conducted rigorous tests that prove 
conclusively that Ulysses performs flawlessly 
in environmentally challenging situations. This 
makes Ulysses the ideal storage device for data 
acquisition in the seismic industry.’

 INFO
Angie Gill 

Imation Latin America & Africa 
+27-83-453-5451  

agill@imation.com 

SIGNALLING 
CONSTRUCTION FOR 
NEW LINE ASSIGNED 
TO PROTEKON 
SPooRnET HAS ASSIGnED key aspects of the 
provision of a third railway line between nseze 
and Richards Bay Junction to Protekon. 

nick van den Berg, Protekon Signal Project 
Manager, says a third line between nseze (north) 
and Richards Bay Junction is required to alleviate 
traffic bottlenecks. Two lines are planned solely for 
coal transportation and the third, for general goods 
traffic. The length of the third line will be 7,5 km.

Detail design for the alterations to the sig-
nalling interlocking was done by Protekon Rail 
Project Engineering, for approval by Spoornet 
Infrastructure. The construction is being handled 
by Protekon Rail Construction, Elandsfontein.

Protekon will execute this R40 million project 
over a period of 16 months. The Signals portion 
of the contract is R14 million, of which R9 million 
is for material and R5 million for labour costs. The 
first occupation was scheduled for mid-August 
this year – that was Stage one when the new 
cable routes and signalling structures were in-
stalled for the operation of the existing rail lines.

‘only after this stage was it possible to locate 
the existing signalling equipment in the new 
line, after which Protekon’s civil earthworks team 
moved in to construct the formation for the new 
line,’ says nick.

Protekon built and tested all the signalling 
equipment at Elandsfontein. These included:

16 apparatus cases and signal boxes
20 signal posts
12 points
Crank handles, sirens and various other track 
site equipment
10 racks and 66 cans

About 10 km trench work had to be done and 
some 60 km of signalling cables laid. 

‘The process of crossing the railway lines and 
connecting the new signal cable route with the 
existing one is quite complicated, so a specialised 
drilling contractor was appointed for this stage. 
on both sides of the rail lines a 3 x 3 m vertical 
shaft was sunk to a depth of 2,4 m below the 
formation bed and rail formation. At the bottom 
of the shaft, a horizontal hole was drilled through 
the shaft to the other side of the railway lines. 
The pipes for the cables were pushed through 
these holes. At a number of places these crosso-
vers were necessary,’ explains nick.

PROTeKOn TeAm 
Project leader – André Visagie
Signal contract manager – Gary Andrews
Signal project manager – nick van den Berg

 Below: Protekon signalling work in progress on 
the Nseze–Richards Bay Junction rail line
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NEW VENTURE AIMS 
TO RAISE THE BAR IN 
PRECAST TECHNOLOGY
In A HIGHLY ACTIVE building industry where the 
demand for building products is almost insatiable 
and completion times are short, a high-quality, 
reliable product that is available within short lead 
times is sure to be welcomed. It is this thinking 
that has led to the establishment of Elematic 
Hollow Core Slabs (Pty) Ltd – a new venture 
which will be manufacturing precast concrete 
hollow core slabs for the South African market 
from early next year. 

Elematic is a well-established international 
brand. The company was established in Finland 
in 1959, and has since set up precast production 
plants in more than 70 countries worldwide. As 
part of the Consolis Group, which focuses on 
research and development in cement and precast 
concrete products, Elematic is backed by exten-
sive knowledge and experience. 

Craig Webber, director at Elematic Hollow 
Core Slabs, explains that there are several reasons 
for deciding to bring the Elematic brand to South 
Africa. ‘There is increasing demand for precast 
concrete products in the construction industry. 
We believe that by supplying the latest available 
technology in precast products, we will be able 
to contribute to alleviating the pressure that 
the skills shortage is placing on the construc-
tion sector, and help speed up the delivery of 
infrastructure in the country,’ he says. This is 
particularly relevant given the fast-approaching 
deadlines that have to be met for the 2010 FIFA 
World Cup and other major projects such as the 
Gautrain. 

Given the high level of demand in the 
industry, and the wide variety of applications 
for which hollow core slabs can be used, it is an 
excellent time for Elematic Hollow Core Slabs to 
have entered the market. ‘We aim to set a new 
benchmark in quality in the industry, as well as 
to improve on the lead times in the South African 
market,’ Webber states.

Hollow core slabs are well suited for use in 
residential, commercial, industrial and public 
buildings, and have been used successfully in 
structures such as sport stadiums, parkades and 
stations in Europe and the US. South Africa’s cur-
rent infrastructure development drive not only 
encompasses these kinds of buildings, but also 
extends to meeting the demand for housing and 
community facilities such as schools and clinics. 
In addition, the development of shopping centres 
and entertainment facilities shows no sign of 
slowing down. 

The use of precast concrete hollow core slabs 
has several benefits. Consistent quality is possible 
because production takes place under strictly 
controlled conditions. In addition, a precast slab 
can be constructed much faster than a cast-in-situ 
slab as it does not require curing time, and the 
need for back-propping is eliminated. The slabs 
are also comparatively light, making them easy 
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to handle and reducing the load imposed on a 
building’s foundations. 

Webber and his colleagues did extensive 
research before deciding on which system to 
use, and decided on Elematic based on the high 
level of support as well as the sophisticated 
technology that it offers. Elematic in Finland 
provides turnkey solutions for setting up produc-
tion plants, and will equip the new facility for 
Elematic Hollow Core Slabs with state-of-the art 
machinery and technology. Elematic will provide 
full support and backup to the new venture 
until production is fully under way and running 
smoothly. 

For the immediate future, the company will 
concentrate its energy on providing hollow core 
slabs of an internationally high standard and 
within a competitive lead time. Whilst hollow 
core slabs will form the core business of the new 
company, Elematic’s technology allows for the 
production of a wide range of precast concrete 
products, and the factory has been designed to 

 Left top: Elematic hollow core slabs are well known for their 
quality across Europe, and offer a fast and reliable construction 
method suitable for a wide variety of building types 

Left bottom: Construction of the new facility for Elematic 
Hollow Core Slabs in Benoni is well on track, and 
production is expected to begin early in 2007 



accommodate the manufacture of other precast 
products in future. 

 INFO
Craig Webber 

Elematic Hollow Core Slabs (Pty) Ltd  
Cell 082-614-9848 

LAFARGE CEMENT 
AWARDED R96 MILLION 
CONTRACT TO UPGRADE 
FREE STATE ROADS
LAFARGE CEMEnT has been awarded a R96 
million two-year contract for the supply of ce-
ment as part of one the biggest road upgrading 
contracts in the Free State. This project is part of 
Government’s initiation of major new projects 

in preparing the country’s infrastructure for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup.

Under the contract, for which completion is 
scheduled in February 2008, Lafarge Cement will 
supply 4 000 t of cement for sub-base stabilisa-
tion and soil modification on an 18 km section 
of the road between Parys and the n1 freeway. 
After very little road project activity in the past 
six years, this is expected to be one of many in-
frastructure projects that will be launched in the 
Free State.

The main construction contract worth R95 
million was awarded to a joint venture between 
Bloemfontein-based companies Meyker Reteng 
Construction and J D Charles Construction (re-
cently renamed Taupele Construction).  Meyker 
then awarded Lafarge with the contract for the 
supply of cement.

The consulting engineers are a joint venture 
between VKE Consulting Engineers and SnA 
Consulting Engineers. VKE designed the materials 
and are overseeing the project. SnA handled the 
survey work and designed a new bridge for this 
section of road and Lafarge also supplied the 

cement for the bridge contract.
The spreading operation involves supplying 

a special grade of cement to apply 3% per mass 
of the road’s sub-base, the part of the road that 
needs to be stabilised with cement. It is a highly 
technical application and also demands a reliable 
24/7 supply service.

Lafarge Quality Department Southern Africa 
(QDSA), which has been involved with the for-
mulation of a special mix of its Buildcrete 42,5 
superior strength, all-purpose cement product 
for this contract, also assisted sales with technical 
negotiations involving the consultants and con-
tractor.

QDSA is also handling some additional raw 
material testing for the contractors. Work on the 
first section of road started with supplying the ce-
ment, which was transported in bulk tankers from 
Lafarge’s Lichtenburg Works. The job has now 
been transferred to Lafarge’s Kaalfontein Depot.

 INFO
www.lafarge.com

STELLEnBoSCH IS THE HEART of the South 
African wine industry, a place of exquisite beauty 
and richly endowed with the country’s colourful 
ways of life and its traditions. Apart from the 
district’s wines being huge foreign exchange 
earners, the Stellenbosch Wine Route is arguably 
South Africa’s most famous. Stellenbosch’ s Wine 
of origin region includes 106 cellars and most of 
these are open to the public where visitors enjoy 
lazy days of wine tasting and wine buying.

The wine-growing areas of Stellenbosch con-
sist of hundreds of vineyards which are constantly 
in need of servicing and attention if successful 
crops are to be harvested. And because many of 

them have been planted on steep slopes (1:1,5 
to 1:2) and other difficult-to-reach locations, 
access to them by machinery is often a problem. 
Gravel roads servicing the vineyards are, because 
of water erosion and extreme muddy conditions, 
sometimes impassable. 

Farm Glenelly is one of these wine farms that 
was subject to the above conditions – when it 
rained, work simply ground to a standstill.

To combat these problems, engineers MBB 
Consulting, in conjunction with Kaytech’s Cape 
Town team, prescribed that Kaytech’s MultiCell 
100 filled with a 25 MPa concrete be installed. 
Before the laying of the MultiCell, a Bidim A4 

geotextile was placed under the MultiCell. 
The rehabilitation programme commenced 

with the concave shaping of the gravel roads to 
pre-designed levels. Anchor trenches were then 
dug across to prevent sliding and any potential 
hydraulic lift-up of the MultiCell system. Bidim A4 
was then put in place to serve as a filter separa-
tion layer below the MultiCell into which the 
concrete was poured. The surface was floated to 
a rough surface to increase friction between tyres 
and the road surface. 

HELPING TO KEEP YOUR WINE GLASS FILLED
 Above left: Preparation of a road at Farm Glenelly

Above right: The installation of the Bidim A4 is complete
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PAsT mAsTeR 6
Henry Fancourt White
White is one of the less documented en-
gineers in our history, but he will be will 
long be remembered as the creator of the 
montagu Pass and as the original owner of 
fancourt, near George.

White was born in yorkshire in 1811 
and arrived in the cape with his parents as 
part of the British 1820 Settlers. his family 
were allocated land at riviersonderend but 
eventually settled at Assegaaibosch.

he left the country and obtained sur-
veying and pass-building experience in 
Australia and arrived back in South Africa 
in 1843, where he was appointed as a 
roads inspector with the newly constituted 
central roads Board.

White was responsible for building 
the main road between the Gouritz river 
and George, and in 1845 he was appointed 
superintendent of construction for the 
montagu Pass. this excellent route to the 
interior was the third properly engineered 
pass in the colony and served for a hundred 
years until superseded by the modern 
Outeniqua Pass. the construction, which 
was completed in 1847, was acclaimed as 
a major step in improving communication 
in the country, and remains White’s lasting 
achievement. 

On completion of this work, White built 
the road from the top of the pass through 
the Langkloof to Port elizabeth, and the 
Zuurberg and howison’s Poort passes in the 
eastern cape. After a disagreement with 
fellow engineer Woodford Pilkington, son 
of the colonial engineer, he left the roads 
Board in 1853 and briefly entered politics 
as the member for Algoa Bay. he retired to 
live in the mansion he built at the foot of 
the montagu Pass, which in modern times 
has become a world-renowned golf estate, 
fancourt, venue of the 2003 President’s 
cup. the village of Blanco which he devel-
oped nearby has been named as a variation 
of his surname. he died there in 1866.

PAsT mAsTeR 7 
murrell Robinson Robinson
murrell robinson (1820–1900), surveyor 
and civil engineer, qualified as an associate 
member of the Institute of civil engineers 

(AmIce) in 1861 and obtained his mIce 
in 1870.

robinson was the son of macleod 
robinson and his wife, Anna maria Sophia. 
he was born in Southwark, england, on 
20 August 1820 and died in Philbeach 
Gardens on 25 January 1900. he married 
mary Anne ebden in 1850 and begat two 
daughters, Lucy marianne and ethel Laura.

Initially robinson worked with the 
Ordinance Survey in 1837/38 and as a sur-
veyor in Kent in 1839/40 before going into 
practice with a mr carrington.

In January 1842 robinson arrived in 
the falkland Islands as a surveyor with 
a small contingent of royal Sappers and 
miners, engaged in general survey work 
and in laying out the original capital Port 
Louis (renamed Anson) and then the new 
capital of Stanley. he became private sec-
retary to the Lieutenant Governor, captain 
of engineers richard clement moody, 
and was appointed superintendent of the 
Survey department. After some unfortu-
nate personal differences had arisen, he 
was dismissed by the executive council 
and left the islands, arriving in London in 
September 1845.  

In 1846 he accepted an appointment as 
Second Assistant Surveyor-General in the 
cape colony at a salary of 300 pounds per 
year. At that time major charles michell 
held the combined post of Surveyor-
General, civil engineer and Superintendent 
of Public Works. On michell’s retirement 
in 1848 this post was split into those of the 
Surveyor-General and civil engineer and 
robinson was promoted to first Assistant 
Surveyor-General.  

during the last year of the governorship 
of Sir George cathcart, in 1853, robinson 
was ‘permanently removed’ to the eastern 
frontier, where he surveyed new farms for 
settlement. he also prepared a novel hexag-
onal plan for the new town of Queenstown, 
with six ‘rapid response’ roads radiating 
from the centre. (robinson’s detailed sketch 
map and the Queenstown plan are in the 
Public records Office at Kew.)  

In 1858 the composition of the 
central roads Board was altered from 
six unpaid commissioners to three paid 
commissioners, and the office of chief 

commissioner of roads was combined with 
that of civil engineer. In the same year 
robinson was appointed to the new unified 
post of deputy civil engineer and deputy 
Surveyor-General for public works in the 
eastern cape, stationed in Grahamstown, 
and the correspondence files show that his 
time was equally divided between building 
roads and gaols!  

two years later, in 1860, robinson was 
back in the seat of government, cape town, 
as deputy civil engineer. In 1863 he was 
appointed Acting civil engineer, taking 
over from John Scott tucker, but it was two 
years before his appointment as head of the 
department was confirmed, with him being 
titled chief engineer of roads, Bridges 
and Buildings. his salary was now 1 000 
pounds per annum.  

As a change from building gaols, 
robinson built the robben Island light-
house, which had been designed by tucker. 
he then himself designed the lighthouses 
at cape St francis (the tallest masonry 
tower on the South African coast) and Bird 
Island, Algoa Bay (Port elizabeth).  

the communication picture in the 
country at this time was that colonel 
michell (as he was by then) had drawn 
up plans for a trunk road system, and 
a fair number of road passes over the 
constraining mountain ranges had been 
opened or constructed. there was however 
still much work needed: for example, the 
chief supply route from cape town to the 
eastern frontier was still by sea via Algoa 
Bay.  

unfortunately the allocation of funds 
for public works had been drastically 
reduced. Nevertheless, a number of most 
important mountain passes were con-
structed during robinson’s tenure of office. 
In one instance the inhabitants of the town 
of mossel Bay were so grateful to be con-
nected to their hinterland that they insisted 
on naming the pass, for which robinson 
had found the funds and which thomas 
Bain had built under robinson’s direction, 
the robinson Pass.  

By the time that murrell robinson 
left office in 1875, the superlatively rich 
Kimberley diamond fields, discovered in 
1871, were acting as a magnet for transport 

Henry Fancourt White and Murrell Robinson Robinson

Past Masters 6  & 7
H I S T O r Y  A N D  H e r I T A G e
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riders. the initial stage coaches and ox 
wagons were inadequate to meet demand, 
and in January 1873 the government took 
over the cape town railway and dock 
company, and rapidly extended the line, 
which had stalled at Wellington, only 
72 km from cape town, for the previous 
twelve years, northwards towards the dia-
mond fields. It comes as no surprise to find 
that robinson’s successor was a railway 
engineer! And the proclamation of the 
Witwatersrand gold fields, further north 
in the transvaal, in 1886 enhanced the 
need for rail connections, and proved the 
wisdom of the cape government’s swing of 

emphasis from road to rail.
robinson, ably supported in the field 

by construction engineers such as Andrew 
and thomas Bain, Adam de Smidt and 
Patrick fletcher, had carried on the work of 
opening up the lines of communication in 

the colony, work which had been initiated 
by montagu and michell. his contribution 
to the development of the economy of the 
colony was considerable.

Graham Ross

Henry Fancourt White and Murrell Robinson Robinson

Past Masters 6  & 7
H I S T O r Y  A N D  H e r I T A G e

Cape St Francis lighthouse
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IN OctOBer 2005 council approved the 
establishment of a Project management 
division (Pmd) within SAIce. In April 
2006 a communiqué was published in Civil 
Engineering calling for all those interested in 
formulating a project steering committee in 
taking this new SAIce initiative forward to 
contact the interim chairman. 

A steering committee was formulated 
and the time has now come to call for 
all those members who are interested in 
joining the Pmd to formalise and insti-
tutionalise the division. membership for 
this new division will be free for the fist 
year (2007) and the general divisional 
rules will apply for as long as or until 

the division committee decides to alter 
them. Once divisional members have been 
identified the divisional committee will be 
elected in accordance with the Pm divi-
sional rules. this is expected to take place 
in february 2007.

CHAngIng enVIROnmenT
until recently, project management 
methods and practices were almost ex-
clusively associated with the engineering 
and information technology industries. 
But things are changing. Project manage-
ment is becoming an important element of 
business performance augmentation, a key 
change enabler and critical competency for 
growth.

members must actively contribute 
to the well-being of society and, when 
involved in any civil engineering project 
or application of technology, where ap-
propriate, recognise the need to identify, 
inform and consult affected parties. It 
is through this integration that creating 
‘value-to-society’ is supported.

It comes as no surprise that project 
management skills, likewise engineering 
skills, are more in demand than ever. 
the global skills pool is very limited and 
a number of countries, including South 
Africa, are coming up short. Qualified 
skills are leaving the country and as South 
African’s we need to plug a skills pool that 
has been leaking for years. One of the main 
results is that South Africa is currently 
struggling to find the right people to imple-
ment a number of projects worth billions 
of rands.

A big chunk of the r180 billion which 
government and parastatals plan to spend 
on infrastructure projects over the next 
five years is destined to go overseas due to 
lack of locally skilled and qualified workers 
(Sowetan, July 2005).

Perhaps the key is not to draw on an 
already over-fished pool of graduates with 
numeracy and scientific skills, but to start 
driving awareness of project management 
at primary and secondary school level? 

mentorship needs to be an additional area 
of focus and at municipal levels, govern-
ment is reemploying retired engineers, in 
an attempt to fast track newly qualified 
technical graduates through skills and 
experience transfer.

A recent global project management 
survey (Gibs Review, July 2006) confirmed 
that project delivery capability across the 
industry was not radically improving. the 
following points illustrate the concerns 
around delivery (only a few points have 
been chosen and presented here):

Project success rates are not dramatically 
improving 
delivery of projects to cost, time and 
benefits is not improving
Project failure is increasingly common-
place in large-scale projects
Project management capability develop-
ment, training, infrastructure and bench-
marking are low priorities

the above salient points are founded on 
a number of reasons, some of which are 
shrouded in the need for improved skills, 
expansion of engineering competency 
and capabilities, changing environment of 
responsibilities and roles end the adoptive 
capacity to new forms of business and de-
livery mechanisms.

In the end, project success is founded 
on the benefits it contributes to, depending 
on your own view or perspective, business 
or society rather than the metrics of evalua-
tion it is measured against.

With the vast increase in complexities 
within our own built environment, and the 
establishment of a number of institutions, 
bodies and councils, SAIce members often 
express the confusion that reigns on how 
these various stakeholders interact and 
relate to each other. furthermore, there 
is further segregation amongst engineers 
themselves as attempts are made at grap-
pling what the various titles assigned to 
members mean, for example Professional 
engineer, Professional construction 
Project manager, Professional construction 
manager. 

■

■

■

■

S A I C e  A N D  P r O f e S S I O N A l  N e W S

Communiqué from the  
Project Management Division
SAICE wants to serve its members 

to the best of its ability and at the 

same time promote and strengthen 

its ties with various stakeholders 

in civil engineering. In an ever-

evolving environment, SAICE 

needs to identify where the needs 

of members exist and how to make 

its structures and operation more 

efficient to meet these needs. A 

potential opportunity exists for the 

Project Management Division to 

lead the way on integrating those 

aspects relating to the discipline of 

civil engineering to the benefit and 

interest of SAICE members
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certainly a need has been identified 
to establish a co-ordinated effort within 
SAIce to deal with a number of issues, 
some being general in nature whilst others 
of a specific technical nature such as SANS 
payment and measurement codes.

currently SAIce has seven divisions. 
these are:

environmental
Geotechnical
Information technology
railway and harbour
Structural
transportation
Water

divisions were established to advance and 
expand the science and practice of civil 
engineering in the provision and main-
tenance of facilities, and to promote the 
civil engineering profession in the above 
fields. this is predominantly pursued by 
the holding of meetings, site visits and 
social gatherings in the various disciplines 
mentioned above. 

Owing to our changing landscape, 
and principles of civil engineering, it is 
quite evident that a discipline is lacking. 
there is a definite requirement for the 
Project management division to attend to 
the delivery, procurement, management, 
monitoring of projects, and to co-ordinate 
an integrated approach on a number of 
pressing subjects such as SAcPcmP, while 
at the same time dealing with those items 
of a generalist nature within the civil en-
gineering industry as it relates to the built 
environment. 

the establishment of the cBe and 
SAcPcmP has placed a need on SAIce to 
facilitate and contribute in the following 
areas:

Identification of work
Validation of cPd
Procurement and management of projects
finding a ‘home’ for construction and 
project managers who are SAIce mem-
bers

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

sAICe PROJeCT mAnAgemenT DIVIsIOn 
SAIce wants to serve its members to the 
best of its ability and at the same time pro-
mote and strengthen its ties with various 
stakeholders in civil engineering. In an 
ever-evolving environment, SAIce needs to 
identify where the needs of members exist 
and how to make its structures and opera-
tion more efficient to meet these needs. A 
potential opportunity exists for the Project 
management division to lead the way on 
integrating those aspects relating to the 
discipline of civil engineering to the benefit 
and interest of SAIce members.

Perhaps, construction division issues 
ought to be resurfaced, and voices form a 
disbanded unit may add value to a division 
that has been designed to deal with any or 
all construction specific concerns.

council approved a Project 
management division (October 2006) with 
the following long-term aims and objec-
tives:

 Promotion of the civil engineering 
sector by recognizing the contribution of 
project management skills in the devel-
opment of the built environment 
Bridging the gap between ‘the creators of 
value to society’  
to inform members of latest develop-
ments regarding project and construc-
tion management especially in light of 
the latest development of the various 
councils including the South African 
council for Project and construction 
management Professions and the council 
for the built environment
to facilitate the understanding on con-
struction and project management phi-
losophy related to engineering principles 
and practices
to grow and develop the synergy be-
tween engineering and project manage-
ment professions and associated stake-
holders
to support a cohesive approach to pro-
curement and delivery management
to establish vehicles for engagement 
and capacitation of SAIce members in 
project management along the lines of 
the training provided for delivery and 
procurement as prescribed by associated 
bodies such as PmISA
to identify the needs for information and 
capacitation, and create the source mate-
rial for courses to be presented around 
the regional offices of SAIce whilst ful-
filling the requirements of cPd
to deliver information and motivation for 
these developments to members and pos-
sibly other stakeholders
to keep abreast of developments and best 
practice both locally and internationally 
in the construction and project manage-
ment arena
to provide a forum for the integration of 
subjects related to the discipline of civil 
engineering that fall outside the ambit of 

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

the current technical divisions
to facilitate a co-ordinated role between 
the current technical divisions within 
SAIce

Short-term aims and objectives will include:
to provide input to the SAcPcmP on 
identification of work
Strengthening delivery and project 
management skills, in conjunction with 
the Project management Institute and 
SAcPcmP
to promote and contribute to the respon-
sibility of cPd through training
to provide visibility for procurement and 
delivery issues, and inform membership 
of developments
to review issues lacking in the attain-
ment of infrastructure delivery e.g. cur-
rent municipal management systems
to provide guidance for members on 
procurement and management practices 
established by Government and the cIdB
to take on the SANS specifications and 
methods of measurement and payment 
and the maintenance of the Gcc 2004
to ontribute to, develop and support the 
centre for dispute resolution 
to review and maintain the establish-
ment of user-groups related to procure-
ment, particularly to the enhancement 
and practice of forms of contract
to broaden membership by focusing on 
non-practising civil engineers but who 
still fall within the aims, guidelines and 
ambit of SAIce’s vision as a whole

thus, the Project management division 
should provide, co-ordinate and facilitate 
direction on those subjects best suited 
to satisfy its members, its member needs 
and, more importantly, the sustainability 
of SAIce and in particular, the civil en-
gineering discipline as a profession in the 
creation of value to society.

WHeRe TO nOW? 
to take this process forward, those 
members wishing to participate and/or 
contribute as a member or non-member 
in the development  and establishment 
of this new division are welcome to fill 
in the application form and/or provide 
any comment to the malcolm.pautz@
treasury.gov.za by no later than the end of 
January 2007. 

Please remember that the first year’s 
membership of the division is free. during 
2007, the Project management division will 
be institutionalised and a formal standing 
committee will be elected. the first task 
of the committee will be to review and 
adopt the divisional rules, and to establish 
a budget proposal to be table at the earliest 
executive Board committee meeting. this is 
to be followed by the aims short-term aims 
and objectives identified above.

Please note that all past construction 
division members and PdmP members are 
automatically members of this division. 

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Until recently, project management 

methods and practices were 

almost exclusively associated with 

the engineering and information 

technology industries. But things 

are changing. Project management 

is becoming an important 

element of business performance 

augmentation, a key change enabler 

and critical competency for growth
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A yeAr SeemS to go past so quickly, 
yet on reflection there is so much of sig-
nificance that has happened. the torch 
I received from mike deeks was already 
burning very brightly, and the work of his 
predecessors continues to influence SAIce 
positively at home and abroad.

SAIce finds itself on an excellent finan-
cial footing, increasing credibility and ap-
peal as the ‘honest broker’ in the construc-
tion sector; a sector that is also the fastest 
growing in our economy. Notwithstanding 
the skills shortage and the challenges of 
capacity within the private and public 
sectors, the outlook for our members has 
rarely been brighter.

PResIDenTIAl THeme
my inaugural address on 24 february 2006 
presented my vision of an ecologically 
sustainable planet. this requires not simply 
consideration of sustainable engineering, or 
adherence to the green or brown agendas; 
it requires consistent application of an eco-
logical approach to everything we do. my 
presidency has allowed me to present this 

theme to many different groups in many 
different settings throughout this year. I 
take it as a sign of the theme’s broad reso-
nance that it has, without fail, been well 
received and discussed. 

sAICe sTRuCTuRes
branches
I was most impressed by the dedication 
and the service ethic of the committees that 
run our many branches. At a time when 
the industry is in a sustained upswing, it 
is increasingly difficult for this small cadre 
of individuals to continue to fly the flag of 
SAIce as prominently as they do. yet it is 
clear that more can be done and that an im-
portant challenge is to encourage new en-
trants into the branch committee and divi-
sion committee structures. there is a need, 
also, to review the demarcation of branch 
boundaries, and with the permission of 
council, the executive Board is presently 
giving this consideration. the role of 
National Office in serving those members 
not adequately served by branches has been 
accepted and is being implemented. 

Divisions
the divisions within SAIce are very active 
and fulfil an important role of promoting 
expertise and excellence. this year there 
has been vigorous debate regarding the 
definition of competent persons and 
whether competency lists should become 
formalised. It is entirely appropriate that 
such debate is located within SAIce and 
happens continuously and professionally. 
the arguments have always been respect-
fully put forward, although the debate 
has at times become quite heated. the 
matter now sits, correctly in my opinion, 
within the realm of the Identification of 
engineering Work of ecSA, but SAIce 
will continue to participate in determining 
how civil engineers are prepared and 
accredited for the work that they are per-
mitted to perform.

the establishment of the two new 
divisions – the SAIce/Ice Joint division 
and a Project management division – has 
taken longer than expected. however, there 
is clearly support for these divisions and 
their foundations have been well prepared. 
members should remain alert for participa-
tion in these divisions, as they bring new 
benefits and opportunities.

section 21 Company
under the energetic leadership of Allyson 
Lawless, the Section 21 company has 
launched its projects of local government 
capacitation and skills development with 
typical vigour and impact. during its short 
life, this new SAIce creation has achieved 
a number of significant outcomes and, 
in the process, has raised SAIce’s image 
and the image of civil engineering profes-
sionals, in the public awareness. this 
organ of SAIce has a bright future and 
will require the introduction of significant 
new resources.

national Office
the team at National Office are all warm 
people who try their very best at the work 
that they do, and I encourage members to 
contact National Office with your queries 
– you are assured of an attentive reception. 
the team, under the leadership of the ex-
ecutive director, dawie Botha, is reviewing 
its work activities and its capacity. It has 
already been identified that more capacity 

President’s Report 2006

 Out-going president Sam Amod with his wife, Lekha, son Shiraz and daughter Shaista
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is required and that transformation is es-
sential. With the assistance of executive 
Board members, a process is being initiated 
to achieve this.

PResIDenTIAl VIsITs
I was extremely fortunate this year to 
have the accompaniment of my daughter, 
Shaista, at many of the meetings and visits 
that I undertook. She is supposedly on a 
gap year before she goes to university next 
year, but found that much of her time was 
spent acting as her father’s personal as-
sistant. my wife, Lekha, also managed to 
accompany me on three of my visits, which 
she thoroughly enjoyed. She would have 
been on more had she not been standing in 
for me at the office! We were always warmly 
received at all fifteen visits and they were a 
definite highlight of my year. 

I do feel that contact during branch 
visits, as well as interaction in the impor-
tant decision-making centres, could be 
better utilised in order to progress SAIce’s 
strategic agenda. A particularly memorable 
instance that I must describe was the visit 
to the cape town branch when, just as my 
name was announced by the chairperson 
and I rose to address the gathering, the 
lights went out in yet another of cape 
town’s power outages! the ensuring pres-
entation, done by the light of the candles 
used to warm the food, was quite unusual.

Contacts with tertiary  
education institutions
I have always enjoyed engaging in discus-
sion, and this year I found it particularly 
refreshing to present to students at uni-
versities of technology and universities. 
While always respectful, students can be 
far more candid in their questions, and 
when pushed, will leave politeness behind 
to obtain answers to questions that trouble 
them. Student demographics are beginning 
to approach that of South African society 
at many of our colleges, particularly at 
technologist and technician level. this is 
encouraging and needs to be extended to 
be reflected in the profile of graduates.

PROFessIOnAl mATTeRs
engineering Council of south Africa
SAIce continued its active role within 
ecSA, and I was pleased to be able to 

serve as a new member of that council. 
I also participate in the communication, 
Information and marketing committee 
of ecSA, which is looking to encourage 
registration and present a clearer picture of 
engineers in society.

south African Council for Project and 
Construction management Professions
the unique opportunity of serving as a 
council member here as well as on ecSA 
was exciting and extremely challenging. 
the SAcPcmP has been a source of great 
frustration for many SAIce members. As 
the only engineer on this council, it often 
falls to me to present the engineering 
viewpoint. there are only ten members on 
this council, and the workload is extremely 
high. Without exception, the council mem-
bers are dedicated and hard-working, and 
I would ask that members remain patient 
and continue to engage with them posi-
tively.

Both of these councils have tackled the 
issue of identification of work vigorously 
this year with the active participation of 
SAIce members. It is anticipated that the 
new processes will come into effect some-
time in the new year.

Industry cevelopment
the construction charter was signed 
during the year and new guidelines for its 
implementation have already been issued, 
although the charter itself can only come 
into legal effect once it is gazetted sometime 
in 2007. A number of processes, including 
the establishment of construction South 
Africa, have run in parallel or as a con-
sequence of the charter’s development. 
Although SAIce as an organisation is not 
directly a signatory to the charter or a 
member of construction South Africa at 
this stage, these being commercial initia-
tives, SAIce members are directly impacted 
by these developments. I was fortunate 
to be involved in the development of the 
charter on behalf of the cIdB, which has 
played a supportive role.

InTeRnATIOnAl
I had the privilege of being invited by 
the American Society of civil engineers 
(ASce) to participate in a summit in 
Washington dc regarding the role of civil 

engineers in 2025. the preparation for the 
summit was striking in that it was detailed 
and very deep. Once summit participants 
had arrived, they were well prepared for 
the discussion that ensued. the outcome of 
that summit is likely to be published some-
time in the first half of 2007. It is clear that 
the engineer of 2025 will continue to be a 
crucial integrator of society’s needs with 
the available resources that the planet can 
offer. Our preparation and our execution 
of that role will determine our relevance to 
society.

from Washington, I travelled to 
London to participate in the Institution 
of civil engineer’s conference on Safety, 
Security and Sustainability. In the uS and 
in the uK, safety and security have become 
synonymous with sustainability, and are 
often mentioned in the same breath. this 
is understandable, given the security chal-
lenges that those nations have faced in 
the recent past, although it has also has a 
marked influence on the idea of sustain-
ability as viewed by those professionals.

more recently I travelled again, this 
time with dawie and ria Botha, to the an-
nual ASce conference and participated in 
the International roundtable, an interesting 
and thought-provoking experience. Africa 
participates relatively little, and South 
Africa’s participation is extremely notice-
able. It becomes very evident that SAIce 
represents more than the civil engineering 
profession in South Africa: it represents 
South Africa as a nation and it represents 
Africa as a leader in the continent.

As part of our visits, we also went 
to mozambique and Swaziland to assist 
them in their efforts to develop their own 
institutions. We also received visits from 
engineers Australia, who incidentally are 
also grappling with their own skills short-
ages, and the maldives, who in the wake of 
the tsunami require considerable assistance 
with establishing capacity in that country. 
SAIce members, including Vice-President 
martin van Veelen, have played an active 
role in this regard.

PROJeCTs
In my inaugural address, I announced the 
intention to establish an infrastructure 
report card for South Africa. this process is 
now under way and I trust that, by the time 

I have long been involved with SAICE and its structures; however, this year offered 

unique opportunities in seeing how the organisation runs, and being able to be involved 

in every aspect of it. SAICE is becoming more and more proactive and has a lot going on 

behind the scenes, which members rarely see, and I appreciated the ‘look-in’ this year
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you read this, SAIce would have launched 
the first edition, and will publish it at fre-
quent intervals over the forthcoming years. 
civil infrastructure is the backbone of the 
economy, and all development is leveraged 
off of it. It cannot be repeated often enough 
that civil engineering infrastructure and 
the people who make it possible play a cen-
tral role in the social and economic health 
of our nation. 

Another project I have been pursuing 
deals with ethics and responsibility. there 
is perhaps no profession that has a greater 
impact on society and on the environment 
than civil engineering. certainly, none has 
as lasting an effect. It follows, therefore, 
that civil engineers should be held to the 
highest levels of ethical conduct and should 
engage in their profession with the full 
understanding of the effect, good and bad, 
that they can have in society. the canadian 
and American institution members partici-
pate in a ceremony that inducts volunteers 
to an Order of the engineer through the 
pledging of an oath of service. I feel that 
it would be of immense value for civil 
engineers all over the world, and in South 
Africa in particular, to make a similar 
pledge along the lines of the hippocratic 

Oath, to remind ourselves of the role that 
we play in society. 

SAIce’s public profile and credibility 
has increased dramatically in the past 
few years. I found that my presidency of-
fered me access to a number of individuals 
and organisations that look to SAIce for 
advice or discussion on industry issues, 
both locally and abroad, such as the South 
African government, Aef, WfeO, ASce 
and Ice. SAIce liases with a number of 
different groups even within the country 
– academics, students, contractors, consult-
ants, etc, and I enjoyed meeting with these 
diverse groups. 

I have long felt that industry requires 
greater cohesion and perhaps some con-
vergence of institutions and associations is 
required. Past attempts have only been tem-
porarily successful. It was a breakthrough 
then that the outgoing SAAce president, 
Webster Ndodana, and I managed to coor-
dinate our visits to three of the branches 
this year. It would be useful for SAIce to 
attempt to coordinate an industry calendar.

COnClusIOn
I have long been involved with SAIce and 
its structures; however, this year offered 

unique opportunities in seeing how the 
organisation runs, and being able to be 
involved in every aspect of it. SAIce is 
becoming more and more proactive and 
has a lot going on behind the scenes, which 
members rarely see, and I appreciated the 
‘look-in’ this year.

this past year has been filled with 
excitement and enjoyment. I would not be 
truthful if I did not say that it held a fair 
number of challenges. I can say without 
reservation though, that it has been a year 
I will not easily forget. As the president 
of the South African Institution of civil 
engineering, I was given the opportunity 
to lead the organisation and to represent it 
locally and internationally with the permis-
sion and support of its 7 000-odd members. 
I must thank the members of the executive 
Board, council and our members for your 
confidence in me. this year would not 
have been possible without the support 
of everyone at my firm, development & 
engineering consultants, or that of my wife, 
Lekha, and children, Shaista and Shiraz. 

Next year this mantle falls on the very 
able Neil macleod. I wish him well and 
look forward to serving SAIce under his 
leadership. 
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ON 12 OctOBer, the second and last 
council meeting of the year was held at 
SAIce house in midrand.

One of the highlights of the meeting 
was the decision to draw up and launch an 
infrastructure report card for South Africa 
(see overleaf). 

Financial report 
finance and Admin chair martin van 
Veelen reported that SAIce finances are 
going very well indeed. for example, 
SAIce house is to be paid off long before 
the anticipated date. these funds reside in 
an access bond and are available should the 
need arise. 

budget 2007
Activities such as the members’ banquet 
and bridge building are expected to be self-
funding. the magazine has largely crossed this 
hurdle and a deficit of only r1 000 per issue 
has been budgeted for versus r2 000 in 2006. 

the SAIce journal elicited some dis-
cussion, since it is being published at a 
budgeted deficit of r60 000 per number. 
however, it was pointed out that SAIce is a 
learned society and will lose this status if it 
does not publish a journal. 

membership subscriptions constitute the 
Institution’s main source of income and have 
been increased by 6%. there has been a sig-
nificant increase in membership numbers in 
2006, and an even more substantial increase 
is expected in 2007. members are apparently 
more willing and able to pay, reflecting the 
robust performance of the industry. 

the budgeted income and expenditure 
both exceed r11 million. A deficit of only 
r167 772 is budgeted for.

national Office staff
the appointment of a chief operating officer 
(cOO) in 2007 is currently being attended 

to by the executive Board. A recruitment 
advertisement would be circulated soon 
and it was envisaged that an appointment 
would be made early in 2007.

VA status
SAIce has received an ecSA certificate 
confirming its voluntary association status. 

nsTF-seTAg
the Institution is a member of the National 
Science and technology forum (NStf) and 
features prominently in several sector group-
ings of which the Science, engineering and 
Associated Group (SetAG) is the largest and 
most active. dawie Botha is the current chair 
of the SetAG eXcO.

branch and division visits
from 2007, visits would be shared between 
die President and the President elect.

Competent persons
the issue of the definition of competent 
persons in SANS 10400, as well as the 
compilation of a list of structural special-
ists by the Joint Structural division, is now 
being addressed by ecSA.

International 
At the April council meeting it was decided 
to establish a Joint SAIce-Ice division and 
a SAIce International Panel. An agreement 
of cooperation was finalised and signed by 
the presidents of Ice and SAIce in July. 

Project management Division
A communiqué from this new division ap-
pears on page 37 of this issue. 

Transportation Division
this division recently launched a report ti-
tled ‘the state of transport in South Africa’ 
which attracted wide media attention. 

 Left: Council, 12 October

name change for branch
the name of Amatola Branch has been 
changed to Amathole Branch.

magazine and journal
the past year could be considered very 
successful. the editorial Panel has 
started a campaign to publish contribu-
tions in all the official languages. SAIce 
members are encouraged to join in these 
efforts and submit contributions in their 
mother tongue (accompanied by a syn-
opsis in english). (contact the editor on 
smoolman@netactive.co.za for details.)

Both the magazine and the journal are 
available in electronic format on the SAIce 
and Sabinet websites. the panel has applied 
for international recognition of the journal 
as a rated research publication. It is envis-
aged that compulsory cPd of engineering 
professionals will increase the relevance of 
the journal in years to come. 

the award for the best paper published 
in the SAIce Journal in 2005 was handed 
to Gerhard heymann and Nicol chang of 
the university of Pretoria for their paper 
‘Sheer wave velocity of gold tailings’. 

sPebs
Johan de Koker pointed out that SPeBS 
(SAIce Patrons’ engineering Bursary 
Scheme) depends entirely on donations 
and that the nature of its income is lim-
ited, fluctuating and sporadic. An appeal 
was again made to interested parties to 
become (or remain) involved with SPeBS, 
thereby investing in the future of the pro-
fession and our nation. cheques should 
be made payable to SPeBS. (contact 
marthelene Buckle, 082-886-1084, 
spebs@saice.org.za.)

skills shortage
the skills shortage and early dropouts at 
universities are matters of great concern. 
Some members involved in tertiary educa-
tion were of the opinion that the standard 
of Grade 12 / matric has dropped dra-
matically, which would account for early 
dropouts.

Infrastructure report card
Kevin Wall was commissioned to draft 
an infrastructure report card for South 
Africa for 2006. this initiative is aimed 
at informing the public, enhancing and 
facilitating informed decision-making, 
and highlighting the role of engineering 
infrastructure and of the built environment 
professions.

the pocket-size report card has been 
mailed with this issue of the magazine. 

The launch of the report card took place on  
29 november 2006 (see page 44).  

A comprehensive report will be published later

Council mapping out  
the way forward for SAICE

Office bearers for 2007
 President – neil Macleod
 President Elect – Johan de Koker
 Vice-Presidents – Elsabé Kearsley, Ali naidu, 

Chris Campbell, Tom McKune
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KeVIN WALL (cSIr Knowledge Services), Alex Visser (university 
of Pretoria) and dawie Botha (SAIce executive director) were 
recently inducted as fellows of the South African Academy of 
engineering (SAAe). 

the SAAe is the most prestigious grouping of engineers in 
South Africa.

In terms of its enabling legislation (its Bill is currently before 
Parliament), the SAAe aims to be ‘the preferred source [for gov-
ernment, particularly] of expert engineering advice on matters 
pertaining to global competitiveness and the quality of life for the 
nation’. Its members ‘are elected on the basis of the highest level 
of engineering achievement and knowledge and of significant 
contribution to the development of the country. It serves as an 
independent agent enabling the engineering community to make 
appropriate input to policy advisory and implementation bodies in 
a coordinated and representative manner.’ 

Three SAICE members were inducted as new Fellows of the South African Academy of Engineering by the SAAE 
president, Dr Bingle Kruger, on 3 September 2006: Dawie Botha, Kevin Wall and Alex Visser

The Best Paper Award for 2005 went to Nicol Chang and Gerhard Heymann for their paper ‘Shear wave 
velocity of gold tailings’ which appeared in vol 47(2) of the SAICE Journal: Sam Amod, SAICE president 2006, 
Nicol Chang, Gerhard Heymann and Mike Deeks, SAICE president 2005 

the cONdItION Of our nation’s 
drinking water systems, sanitation, roads, 
airports, ports, electricity reticulation, 
hospitals and clinics warrants on average 
only an unsatisfactory ‘d+’, according to 
a report released by SAIce. this grading 
means that much of the infrastructure 
is failing to deliver satisfactory service, 
and there is an urgent need for repair and 
replacement.  

But this average grade hides huge vari-
ations in the condition and performance 
of the infrastructure in each sector. Water 
quality, for example, is excellent in the 
metropolitan areas (although there are 
invariably problems of ensuring reliable 
water supply at all times, and water losses 
are often very high) but is frequently in-
adequate in many of the more rural areas, 
including small towns.

On 29 November, SAIce released a 
‘report card’ on the state of South Africa’s 
infrastructure. this report card describes 

the implications of grading the infrastruc-
ture and assigns grades to each of the above 
infrastructure sectors.

WHY A ‘RePORT CARD’?
‘We have prepared this report card,’ says 
SAIce president Sam Amod, ‘in response to 
observations made by the deputy President 
and the minister of finance regarding the 
maintenance of South Africa’s valuable 
infrastructure assets, as well as in response 
to concerns expressed by civil engineering 
professionals. to measure is to know! the 
report card will, we hope, be of interest and 
value to all tiers of government, business, 
industry and the general public.’

SAIce feels that if government is aware 
of the profession’s opinion on where main-
tenance or replacement is most needed, 
such as where infrastructure is ageing or 
approaching obsolescence, more informed 
decisions can be made. this thinking is 
in line with the government’s National 

Infrastructure maintenance Strategy that 
was recently approved by cabinet.

the report card could lead to closer 
collaboration between civil society and 
the various tiers of government. In the uS, 
a similar report card is referred to as ‘A 
voter’s guide to renewing America’s infra-
structure’, and is a means of empowering 
citizens to lobby government to address 
infrastructure issues. 

Infrastructure and its maintenance 
underpin quality of life and economic 
development. If these are inadequate it 
will impede social and economic growth 
in South Africa – something our country 
simply cannot afford.

 INFO
Marie Ashpole 

T 011-805-5947/8  
Cell 082-870-9229  

mashpole@saice.org.za 
www.civils.org.za

At the Awards Dinner in October, Knowledge Base received the Civil Engineering Magazine 2005 Award for 
the Most Supportive Advertiser. In the usual order: Sam Amod with Vincent Bester (CEO), Yolanda Desai and 
Reece Hanning, all from Knowledge Base

Infrastructure report card for South Africa released

SAICE members inducted 
as SAAE Fellows
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there IS AN OLd SAyING that a change 
is as good as a holiday. the invitation from 
Sue Linning, executive officer of the South 
African Institute of Architects (SAIA), to 
attend their biennial event in Bloemfontein 
early in September came to me like a fresh 
spring rain shower. Why not change my 
scenery for a day? Break out of the engi-
neering world into the flamboyancy of archi-
tecture, where there seems to be no borders 
– except those that civil engineers impose!

the day proved to be a tonic, a re-
freshing experience – a day that once more 
made me proud and thankful to be South 
African. the wit and excellence of the day 
entwined reassuringly into a tapestry and 
kaleidoscope to which we as built environ-
ment professions all contribute.

I certainly agree with Professor Paul 
Jowitt, who recently delivered the Brunel 
Lecture 2006: the civil engineer and the 
architect and the town planner perhaps 
belong together – more so than civil, elec-
trical and mechanical engineers. At the 
convention that followed the morning event 
I therefore suggested getting-to-know-each-
other opportunities. I was rather surprised 
that this met with applause.

So, daar’s werk!
Now to some lighter and not-so-light 

moments provided by hugh fraser, the so-
called travelling Architect, and the British 
Architect guest speaker richard murphy 
(sponsored by the South African Institute 
for Steel construction).

HugH FRAseR
hugh fraser entertained and amused with 
many observations:

he calls the Vodacom cell phone towers 
Pornography of the Pine
Architects see honeycomb in concrete as 
a texture
Steel can do without concrete, but con-
crete cannot do without steel
democratisation of space means access 
for everybody
An interesting phenomenon is that in 
informal settlements people erect sleeping/
shelter/cooking facilities while using the 
streets as lounges, and they therefore need 
a formal place to meet and greet much 
more so than people who have homes 
with sitting/living rooms – community 
facilities are therefore very important
Planning and design is an iterative 
process, to the extent that there may even 
be no final conclusion …!
Outdoor ‘rooms’ are created by trees, 
garden walls and so on

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

the werf or yard is an important element 
in the design of a dwelling
Nature is important – in fact essential 
– since it can and should be used as a 
frame around what we construct

RICHARD muRPHY
And now for the views of richard murphy, 
who works in edinburgh, Scotland:

Scotland is a stone country but now the 
architects get to rearrange quite a lot of 
stones when they modernise buildings  
dutch philosophy states that a dwelling 
or a home is both a nest and a cave
Scotland is in so much need of light, 
because of their weather, that he brings 
natural light into every project. he does, 
however, also like living spaces where 
light is shut out to create a cosy winter-
book-reading ambience 
Students in architecture are told: you are 
very lucky if you have one original idea 
in your life – so it is sort of OK if you 
steal ideas
It is a big mistake for the architect to 
let the structural engineers design the 
structure!
he does not like the idea of bridges being 
designed by architects
Getting people and light into a building 
design is the nicest thing
In Scotland they are really into the crea-
tive demolition of (drab) buildings
A city that is finished is dead.
concrete construction is a little bit like 
baking a cake: you never know what the 
end result is going to be like
Britain is a tough place for an architect 
with modern ideas

While listening to the novel ideas these 
architects conveyed to us, a thought struck 
me: If you want light and lighter moments, 
invite an architect. We need some architec-
ture in our lives, just as much as architects 
need some engineering.

So, together we can make music …

Dawie Botha

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Architecture and us

 Left: British soaking up the sun
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DURBAN
the students were hiding behind their 
study desks, the exams were in full swing 
and I believe there were collective nervous 
tensions around the campuses. therefore, it 
meant that this year our president did not 
get a chance to reach out to the future of 
the profession.

We nevertheless had a committee 
meeting in true east coast style – much too 
much to eat and talking the walk and the 
work without noticing it was work …

the new mega-services tunnel under 
the harbour channel was the next stop.  
companies Goba and concor are not 
boring but tunnelling in soft stuff with a 

German tBm to provide a new conduit for 
inter alia Neil macleod’s pipes. After com-
pletion, the channel can be widened and 
deepened.  

the safety induction left me somewhat 
apprehensive – just shows you that all my 
previous underground visits were rather in-
nocent, or should I confess we were rather 
ignorant about safety?

the evening function at the royal yacht 
club was another KZN winner. Another 
crowd and once more lots of good-natured 
discussions.

Phil everitt and team are running a 
tight ship – durban by the sea is an alive-
and-well branch and for those who are  on 
board, bon voyage. 

PIETERMARITZBURG
this year’s visit proved to be such a winner 
that Ashwin mohanlal and team had to 
change the venue at the last minute. 

the msunduzi municipality officials 
delegated a strong team and we had a good 
meeting with them after the meal. this 
opportunity was something that should 
happen more often. SAIce plays a major 
role in the local authority environment in 
terms of our Gccs, procurement guide-
lines, capacity building and so forth. And 
now, with the LGSetA bursary scheme 
and the multimillion dPLG, Water Affairs 
and Gauteng Province monitoring initia-
tive that is utilising SAIce as provider, it 
is important to foster our links with local 
authorities.

After these meetings, a brave few of 
us visited the extension to the mega mall, 
which is being constructed only three 
years after the mall opened its doors for 
the first time.

this more than a kilometre long shop-
ping feast proves to be a winner for PmB.

And wait … there is more!  A world 
record is taking shape over the mkomaas 
river near Ixopo. A single-span pre-
stressed concrete stress ribbon bridge to 

G I J I M A

Branch visits
 Above: Tunnel liners waiting to be fitted

Far left: Sam Amod and Professor Phil Everitt (chair)
Left: In the tunnel: impressive by any standards
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accommodate schoolchildren is taking 
shape. At 150 m, this will be the largest 
structure of its kind in the world. Awards 
South Africa: get ready for this project!  

LOWVELD, MOZAMBIQUE 
AND SWAZILAND
By Shaista Amod
It was incredibly exciting for me to ac-
company Sam and dawie on their branch 
visits in early August, when we travelled 
from Johannesburg to Secunda, on to 
Nelspruit, and from there to mozambique 
and Swaziland, to visit SAIce and other 
engineering institution members in these 
areas.

I had never before visited any of these 
places, and on the whole, they were impres-
sive. Secunda, the gateway to our journey, 
was an interesting trip as we had a chance 
to discuss issues of importance to SAIce’s 
membership with members both before and 
after lunch. We were also able to visit an 
unusual pipeline construction project.

Nelspruit in particular is a beautiful, 
vibrant city that seems to be poised on the 
brink of exploding into our national con-

sciousness. this impression was reinforced 
by the committee members that we met 
– a group of young, enthusiastic black en-
gineers who treated us to a full day of site 
visits and discussions.  

On thursday we travelled to maputo to 
visit Professor Alvaro carmo Vaz, president 
of the Ordemo dos engenheiros, and the 
vice-president, francisco Pereira. this was 
a particularly enjoyable visit, as we were 
able to discuss similar problems plaguing 
our small African countries and institu-
tions. As SAIce is much bigger, older and 
far more established than the Ordemo, 
which was only founded in 2003 (inciden-
tally in SAIce’s centennial year!), we were 
able to provide some guidance as to how 
it can deal with some of these problems. 
We were also given a tour of maputo, a city 
that feels filled to the brim with history and 
challenges.

Our visit to Swaziland concluded the 
week. It was interesting to see the major 
roads construction happening there at the 
moment. We met with caiphus dlamini, 
and also had the opportunity to speak to 
a number of young Swazi engineers, who 
had particular questions about professional 
registration with ecSA and possible mem-

bership of SAIce. mr dlamini is looking 
into the possibility of establishing a local 
institution for Swazi engineers, and SAIce 
has pledged its assistance where possible.

for me, the only downside of the visits 
to Swaziland and maputo was that our 
time there was very short, owing to all our 
travelling. We were also lucky to avoid 
being caught in the storm on tuesday 
evening that caused devastation around 
the country – and lucky to avoid the snow 
at home! 

All in all, the trip was a fascinating 
learning experience. Our thanks go to 
all of our hosts, who made a real effort to 
ensure that we saw and understood their 
local issues, concerns and members. We 
appreciate the time that you give to SAIce 
and to us. 

Shaista is the daughter of our 2006 president 
and is considering a career in journalism. 

She accompanied us on some of our 2006 
visits and we decided to invite her to be 

the guest writer of this issue of Gijima. 
My thanks to her for a job well done. I do, 

however, have to confide to you that Shaista 
found the trip tiring, and quite rightly so! 

When we visit so many places in succession 
there is very little time to charge one’s 

own batteries, let alone keep up with the 
monster called e-mail that flows relentlessly 

across space to find and nail one wherever 
one should try to hide – Dawie Botha]

Pietermaritzburg branch committee members at the Victoria Country Club: Jan Norris, Adriana Lazarova, Peter Forrest,  
Dan Dukan, Kobus Burger, Ashwin Mohanlal (chair), Sam Amod, Krishna Singh, Yolande Marriott and Dawie Botha

Patrick Ramatsea (chair, right front), with some branch committee 
members and fledgling contractors on site

EPWP project: upgrading (stage 3) of the road between  
Gutshwakop and Lupisi

Professor Alvaro Carmo Vaz, president of the Ordemo dos Engenheiros 
in Mozambique, with Shaista and Sam Amod and Francisco Pereira, 
vice-president

Caiphus Dlamini (back row, left) Sam and Dawie with some of  
the young Swaziland SAICE members
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Date Event Presenters / Venue Contact details

19 January 2007 Construction Procurement: The ins 
and outs of the nEC contracting 
system (half-day nEC Usergroup 
event)

SAICE House, Midrand
Quenton Leiper (ICE President),  
Dr Martin Barnes, Andrew Baird

cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

February (date to be confirmed) The Application of the Finite Element 
Method

Roland Prukl dhermanus@saice.org.za

12–13 February 2007 Business Finances for Built 
Environment Professionals

Wolf Weidemann cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

14–15 February 2007 International Concrete Conference 
and Exhibition ICCX CT 2007

Joost Walrayen, Mark Alexander, 
Hugh Fraser, Frank Dehn

ICCRRR@eng.uct.ac.za

21–22 February 2007 Technical Report Writing SAICE House, Midrand dhermanus@saice.org.za

27–28 February 2007 Handling Projects in a Consulting 
Engineer’s Practice

Wolf Weidemann dhermanus@saice.org.za

27–28 February 2007 Soil Stabilisation G Selby
Bloemfontein

sarfuse1@acenet.co.za

6–8 March 2007 e-Transport conference (a project of 
ITS South Africa)
Theme: Sustainable Public Transport 
for FIFA World Cup 2010

CSIR International Convention 
Centre

info@sasits.com
www.sasits.com & www.e-transport.org

14–18 May 2007 CIB World Building Congress: 
Construction for Development

Cape Town International 
Convention Centre

cdejager@saice.org.za
http://www.cib2007.com

23–24 May 2007 Technical Report Writing SAICE House, Midrand dhermanus@saice.org.za

12–14 March 2007 Environmental Management for 
Roads

S Ballot 
Pietermaritzburg

sarfuse1@acenet.co.za

26–28 March 2007 Contract Documentation T Ashford sarfuse1@acenet.co.za

17 & 18 September 2007 – China 5th International Conference 
on Current and Future trends in 
Bridge Design, Construction and 
Maintenance

ICE Dayle Long
Dayle.long@ice.org.uk

For more information on courses, venues & course outlines please visit www.civils.org.za/courses.html

the NAme Wolf Weidemann must by now 
be a household name with civil engineering 
professionals. After all, he has trained almost 
1 100 professionals in the built environment! 

SAIce’s association with Wolf 
began more than eight years ago when 
he introduced us to his passion to pass 
on his experience through his well-

known courses ‘handling Projects in 
a consulting engineer’s Practice’ and 
‘Business finances for Built environment 
Professionals’.

At a cocktail function earlier this year, 
which coincided with the curriculum re-
think of universities of technology, Wolf 
Weidemann formally ceded his copyright 
of these two training courses to the South 
African Institution of civil engineering. 
this initiative came directly from Wolf in 
an effort to ensure the continuation of his 
passion for these crucial components in a 
successful business.

from SAIce, a big thank you for to 
Wolf for entrusting this treasure trove to 
the Institution. Long live the work and 
dedication of Wolf Weidemann in the 
SAIce halls of learning!

 INFO
The detailed SAICE training calendar is available on 

the website: www.civils.org.za/events

Diarise this!

SAICE new owner  
of popular courses

A training story 
An engineer sees two chaps hard at 
work felling a tree with a lumberman’s 
saw. the two-men saw appears to be 
very blunt, however – the blade is 
smoking and blueing from friction and 
apart from a few wood chips there is 
no noticeable progress with the cut. 
the engineer steps closer and suggests 
that they should sharpen the saw. their 
answer is a curt: ‘No time! We’ve got to 
saw!’ (courtesy Wolf Weidemann)

Wolf Weidemann




